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Sommaire
L'objectif de cette these est de resoudre un probleme cle dans le developpement d'un
systeme tutoriel intelligent concernant la mise en ceuvre de l'echange verbal (c'est-adire un dialogue) entre un etudiant et le systeme. Ici, nous considerons TeachMed
un systeme tutoriel de diagnostic medical qui enseigne aux eleves comment diagnostiquer les problemes climques. II convient de preciser que les approches presentees
ici pourraient egalement etre utilisees au sein d'autres systemes tutoriels. Un tel systeme doit typiquement mettre en place un dialogue permettant de determiner quand
et comment I'aide pedagogique est prodigue a l'etudiant; en d'autres mots quoi lui
dire, dans quelles circonstances et comment le dire.
Les machines a etats finis et la planification demeurent les deux approches les plus
courantes pour la mise en ceuvre de dialogues tutoriels dans les systemes tutoriels intelligents. Dans la premiere approche, des machines a etats finis representant des
dialogues sont congues manuellement et codees explicitement dans les systemes tutoriels intelligents. II s'agit d'une approche simple mais tres fastidieuse. En outre, toute
modification ou extension des machines a etats finis codees manuellement est tres difficile a mettre en ceuvre car elle necessite de reprogrammer le systeme. D'autre part,
la planification automatisee a longtemps ete presentee comme une technique prometteuse pour la generation automatique de dialogues. Toutefois, dans les approches
existantes, l'exigence pour le systeme de convaincre l'eleve n'est pas formellement
reconnue. En outre, ils sont incapables de prendre en compte l'incertitude sur les
connaissances de l'eleve et ne peuvent done pas produire de dialogues adaptatifs.
Cette these presente deux approches pour generer des dialogues tutoriels plus efficaces. La premiere approche decrit un cadre d'argumentation permettant la mise en
place de dialogues tutoriels axes sur la persuasion. Dans cette approche, l'ensemble
i

des interactions entre l'etudiant et le systeme tutoriel sont considerees comme une
argumentation. Le systeme tutoriel et l'etudiant peuvent regler les conflits survenant
au cours de leur argumentation, en acceptant, en s'opposant, ou en questionnant les
arguments de leur interlocuteur ou en retirant leurs propres arguments. Des strategies
pedagogiques permettent de guider le systeme tutoriel par la selection d'arguments
visant a convaincre l'etudiant. La deuxieme approche illustre une technique de planification non deterministe qui modelise le probleme de generation d'un dialogue comme
un probleme de planification avec des connaissances incompletes et des actions de
perception. Cette approche prend en consideration le manque d'information sur la
croyance de l'eleve en un fait particulier, des branches conditionnelles dans le plan
du dialogue, ou chaque branche represente une adaptation du plan par rapport a un
etat particulier de la croyance de l'eleve sur le fait desire. Pour connaitre I'etat reel
des connaissances de l'eleve et pour choisir la branche appropriee a l'execution, le
planificateur inclut certaines requetes dans le plan de dialogue dont l'ordinateur peut
se servir pour interroger l'eleve afin de recueillir les informations manquantes.
Une des contributions de cette these est l'amelioration de la qualite des dialogues
tutoriels par l'implication des etudiants dans des interactions argumentatives et/ou
l'adaptation des dialogues en fonction des connaissances de l'etudiant. Une autre
contribution consiste a faciliter la preparation et la mise en ceuvre du tutorat en
ayant recours a des dialogues generes automatiquement plutot que manuellement.

u

Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to address a key problem in the development of an
intelligent tutoring system, that is, the implementation of the verbal exchange (a
dialogue) that takes place between a student and the system.

Here we consider

TeachMed, a medical diagnosis tutoring system that teaches the students to diagnose
clinical problems. However, approaches that are presented could also fit other tutoring
systems. In such a system, a dialogue must be implemented that determines when
and how pedagogic aid is provided to the student, that is, what to say to her, in what
circumstances, and how to say it.
Finite state machines and automated planning systems are so far the two most
common approaches for implementing tutoring dialogues in intelligent tutoring systems. In the former approach, finite state machines of dialogues are manually designed
and hard coded in intelligent tutoring systems. This is a straightforward but very
time consuming approach. Furthermore, any change or extension to the hard coded
finite state machines is very difficult as it requires reprogramming the system. On the
other hand, automated planning has long been presented as a promising technique
for automatic dialogue generating. However, in existing approaches, the requirement
for the system to persuade the student is not formally acknowledged. Moreover, current dialogue planning approaches are not able to reason on uncertainties about the
student's knowledge.
This thesis presents two approaches for generating more effective tutorial dialogues. The first approach describes an argumentation framework for implementing
persuasive tutoring dialogues. In this approach the entire interaction between the
student and the tutoring system is seen as argumentation.

The tutoring system

and the student can settle conflicts arising during their argumentation by accepting,
in

challenging, or questioning each other's arguments or withdrawing their own arguments. Pedagogic strategies guide the tutoring system by selecting arguments aimed
at convincing the student. The second approach presents a non-deterministic planning technique which models the dialogue generation problem as one of planning with
incomplete knowledge and sensing. This approach takes into account incomplete information about a particular fact of the student's knowledge by creating conditional
branches in a dialogue plan such that each branch represents an adaptation of the
dialogue plan with respect to a particular state of the student's knowledge or belief
concerning the desired fact. In order to find out the real state of the student's knowledge and to choose the right branch at execution time, the planner includes some
queries in the dialogue plan so that the tutoring system can ask the student to gather
missing information.
One contribution in this thesis is improving the quality of tutoring dialogues by
engaging students in argumentative interactions and/or adapting the dialogues with
respect to the student's knowledge. Another one is facilitating the design and implementation of tutoring by turning to automatically generated dialogues as opposed to
manually generated ones.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
An intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is a system that tries to teach a subject by providing a support similar to one by human teachers [10, (51 J, 81]. Therefore an ITS
is a computer-based training system, however the expression ITS in the literature is
usually reserved for systems relying on an explicit model of the student, an explicit
model of the expert capable of solving problems in a given domain, and an explicit
pedagogic model that determines how tutoring feedback is given to the student [Si].
As such, the research domain on ITS intersects with almost the whole set of topics
in the area of artificial intelligence. Indeed, to become an effective teacher, a computer system must possess almost all the basics capabilities that characterize human
intelligence: communicating, skills on the subject being taught, perception, etc. It is
fair to say no ITS matching human intelligence in all its aspects will be attained until
the underlying fundamental AI problems have been adequately solved. Nevertheless,
interesting ITS have been developed, albeit with limited capabilities, and continue to
get improved as the frontier of AI techniques expands.
One of the key problems in the development of an ITS concerns the implementation
of the verbal exchange (i.e., a dialogue) that takes place between a student and the
ITS. In this context, dialogues specify what the ITS tells the students, when and how,
to support their learning process in the most effective way. More specifically, dialogues
are involved to guide a student solve a particular problem, to help her recover from
a mistake, present her new knowledge, or provide any other kind of feedback.
Most ITS approaches use finite state machines (FSM) that are coded entirely
1
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manually [Ah, S8]. To illustrate, in the next section we explain an example of dialogue
generation using FSMs between a student and TeachMed [,{(>].
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Figure 1 1: Screen-shot of basic patient information and hypothesis table

1.1

FSM-based dialogue generation in TeachMed

TeachMed is an ITS for teaching medical diagnosis [36, 31]. A typical scenario begins
with a student selecting a virtual patient having a particular disease with the objective
to generate a correct diagnosis.
For instance, Figure 1.1 shows that the student has selected the Pelvic Inflammation Case (PIC), and the virtual patient is complaining of abdominal pain. Using
the hypothesis table indicated in Figure 1.1 the student can initialize some differ2
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Figure 1.2: Screen-shot of interview section and evidence table
ential diagnosis right away based on the problem statement. Here, the student has
begun with the hypotheses of Urinary Infection, Sexual Transmitted Disease (STD)
and Appendicitis.
The student makes a diagnosis by investigating the hypotheses. A pedagogic
strategy for students, particularly beginners, is to forbid them zigzagging investigation
between hypotheses [12]. To enforce such a strategy, using the hypothesis table,
TeachMed requires the student to specify the hypothesis that she has chosen as the
current working hypothesis. In Figure 1.1 the student has selected the hypothesis
urinary infection as the current working hypothesis.
To investigate a working hypothesis, using the interview section of the interface
indicated in Figure 1.2, the student asks queries to the virtual patient about the
different symptoms, life style and family background.
The student can also make queries in terms of a physical exam on a 3D model of
the patient(e.g., reflexes in Figure 1.3) or in terms of lab tests (e.g., X-ray image of
abdomen in Figure 1.4). As Figure 1.2 shows queries are selected from a list including
noise queries. Each query has an answer specified in the virtual-patient model, which
includes his vital signs, symptoms and results of lab tests or physical exam. The part
3
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Figure 1.3: Screen-shot of physical exam section
of the answer that includes information concerning the evidences should be gathered
through adding them to the evidence table as indicated in Figure 1 2.
As more queries are asked, the student will eliminate some hypotheses, strengthen
others and generate new ones. This process continues until she can narrow the list of
hypothesis to one or two, that is, the final diagnosis.
Some lab queries might be costly (e.g., MRI) or intrusive, so they are made if
only necessary. On the other hand, forgetting to perform a particular test may lead
to missing a pathology that threats the patient's health. The interview cannot go on
endlessly either, hence the student must ask as few questions as necessary. All these
constraints call for appropriate feedback depending on how the student is progressing.
Feedback is also necessary to help a student become aware of his mistakes and to
recover from them. For instance, the student may forget to formulate a relevant
hypothesis from the evidences he has collected so far, or fail to discard one that
should be discarded, or change the current working hypothesis too early (i.e., when
there still remain evidence to collect about it). Such mistakes suggest a lack of
appropriate clinical knowledge or skill by the student.
4
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TeachMed uses an influence diagram (ID) [50] to model the causal relationship
between symptoms and diseases and the utility of queries. For instance, Figure 1.5 indicates a partial view of ID for the abdominal pain case. Given the evidence collected
by the student at the current stage and the current differential diagnosis, inference on
the ID is used to determine the next queries or tests with high added value of information (e.g., queries or tests that would increase the likelihood of a current hypothesis
or discard one). These queries are then compared to those made by the student to
provide feedback if there are significant discrepancy. On the other hand, given the
evidence collected so far, the system can determine the most likely hypotheses in the
ID and compare with the differential diagnosis formulated by the student so far to
provide feedback accordingly.
To monitor the student's solving trace, TeachMed uses production rules, such that
the preconditions of a rule are matched by situations requiring intervention (e.g., the
student has failed to identify an hypothesis from the evidences he has collected so far)
and the postcondition is a trigger of a feedback dialogue for handling the situation.
In TeachMed, the dialogue is modelled explicitly as an FSM. Figure 1.6 shows an
5
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Figure 1.5: A partial view of the influence diagram for the abdominal case. IQ
interview query; EQ = evidence query; E = evidence; H = hypothesis.
instance of such FSMs, which is a dialogue for a student perceived to be changing his
hypothesis too early. In fact, an FSM dialogue in TeachMed is a graph with two types
of states: display state and internal state. In a display state, the system displays a
multiple-choice message to the student and waits for him to answer by one choice,
then moves to the corresponding transition; messages involve place holders (delimited
by < and > in Figure 1.6) to be filled by values of corresponding variables at the time
they are displayed. In an internal state, the system is making some computations,
producing a symbol as output, and moving to a state along a transition matching the
output. Display states are drawn with a rectangle containing part of the displayed
message. Internal states are drawn in ovals. Entry states are indicated by an arrow
with no origin state.
Figure 1.7 illustrates an excerpt for queries on a virtual patient in Figure 1.1. As
Figure 1.7 shows interaction between the student and the TeachMed begins with a
straightforward question-answer loop as follows: the student is querying the virtual
patient and getting answers that are specified in the patient model. After a few questions and corresponding answers, the student is working on the hypothesis of urinary
infection. Until step 3, the student has been making queries that are related to this
hypothesis, trying to confirm it or discard it. The ITS knows what current hypothesis
the student is working on because he must specify it in the hypothesis table. On step
4, the ITS determines (through inference on the ID) that the query is not related to
6
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Figure 1.6: A dialogue finite state machine, t = true; f = false.
the working hypothesis (urinary infection), but is related to another hypothesis (sexually transmitted disease, (STD)). A feedback rule matching this situation triggers
the dialogue FSM in Figure 1.6. Then the interaction in Figure 1.7 resumes in step
5, this time being driven by the dialogue FSM in Figure 1.6.
As the message displayed on step 5 indicates, the place-holder <query-type> is
replaced by "question" because the value of this variable is "question" (meaning "interview question"). The displayed message is a concatenation of the message in the
entry state with labels on outgoing transitions. The remainder of the dialogue can be
followed easily from Figure 1.6, given the choices made by the student when answering
multiple choice questions displayed by the dialogue process.
In TeachMed, there are many such dialogues covering the different kinds of feedback. Some of these dialogues are quite complex to specify, considering that the
purpose is not to provide the answer to the student immediately, but to check first

7
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Collected Evidence : Acute lower abdominal pain
Working Hypothesis : Urinary infection

1. Student Query:
Patient:

Is your pain worse on one side than the other sides?
No.

2. Student Query: How many times did you urinate since the beginning of your pain?
I urinate more often.
Patient:
3. Student Querv: Do you have a burning sensation on urination?
Patient:
No.
4. Student Query; Do you have a sexual partner?
5. Tutor:
Student:
6. Tutor:
Student:
7.

Tutor:
Student:

8, Tutor:
Student:
9, Tutor:

Is this question related to the hypothesis you are working with?(Yes /
No, I'm examining another hypothesis.)
No, I'm examining another hypothesis.
Did you finish working with urinary infection? (Yes/No)
Yes.
Are you sure? (Yes/No)
Yes.
What do you think about the body temperature? (It is related to
urinary infection./lt isn't related.)
It is related to urinary infection.
Ask the relevant question.

Figure 1.7: An interaction scenario in TeachMed.
whether the perceived situation is indeed correct, to engage in a dialogue where the
student's confidence will be tested (e.g., by the question "are you sure?", but this can
get more complex), and then to encourage the student to identify the error himself.
One pitfall with FSM hard-coded dialogues is that the system designer has to
enumerate all possible situations of dialogue flow between system and student in
advance and to manually code them. This is time consuming and error prone process.
Another pitfall is that hard-coded dialogues result in huge and large lines of codes
that are costly to change or extend.
Most approaches, including some of those previously mentioned [Ml, 88], avoid
dwelling into the intricacies of speech recognition and natural language understanding
by having the user making a choice from a predefined set of options.

Similarly,

most ITS approaches shy away from speech generation by using predefined message
8
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templates for text output by the ITS. That way, the FSM just models the structure
of the dialogue and determines how different fragments of the dialogue are sequenced
in response to user's input. In this thesis, we are also considering just the structural
level of the dialogue generation process. We are not concerned with speech generation,
speech recognition and natural language understanding, even though we acknowledge
the important contribution of these approaches to further automate the dialogue
generation process along the language understanding and generation dimensions.
To generate dialogues dynamically, planning approaches have been proposed [2',
89]. In these approaches planning operators (i.e., template of actions in a planning
system) are used to implement templates of FSM states and transitions in such a way
a concrete FSM is generated at runtime by instantiating and sequencing the operators
in order to achieve a given dialogue goal.
To illustrate planning approaches in dialogue generation, in the next section we
develop an example for generating a tutorial dialogue plan for the student's mistake
at step 4 in Figure 1.7.

For this purpose, we use Atlas Planning Engine (APE)

approach [21], which is one of the most recent planners for dialogue generation.

1.2

Plan-based dialogue generation using APE

APE models the problem of generating dialogues as a planning problem. It uses a
Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning approach [19]. Contrary to the normal
HTN terminology, tasks in APE are goals, task decomposition methods are called
planning operators in which recipes specify the actual decompositions.

Primitive

methods (the actual planning operators in HTN) are just called primitives. As in
HTN, primitives correspond to actions. They are classified into interactive primitives,
which say something and then immediately give control to the student; and (non
interactive) primitives, which say something or do something else, and keeps control
to the ITS.
As with HTN planners, a plan is a partially ordered set of primitives (actions),
that is, the set of things to say to the student and the order in which to say them. Also
like HTN planners, APE searches through the space of possible goal (task) decompositions to find a plan. Given a dialogue goal (e.g., make the student understand that
9
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he has just generated a wrong hypothesis), a dialogue is generated by recursively decomposing the goal into subgoals (subtasks), until reaching a plan. Different choices
for decomposing a current goal into subgoals constitute a backtrack choice. An HTN
planner does not just decompose goals into subgoals. It also simulates its primitive
actions on the fly by updating the world state. Each primitive method or operator
(that is a template of a primitive action) is attached with a list of facts to be deleted
(delete list) and list of facts to be added (added facts) when the operator is applied.
Hence the planner performs search, not just in a space of goal (task) decompositions
but in the combined space of goal-decompositions/world-states. The space is represented as a graph of nodes, where a node is a pair (task of pending subgoals not
decomposed yet, current world state). Transitions are made by either decomposing
one pending subgoal or applying a planning operator to the world state.
The approach remains similar in APE, except that the delete and add lists are
associated to decomposition methods (called operators here), no just to primitives.
The add and delete lists, are rather called, respectively, assert and retract lists. In
HTN, search can be controlled to reduce the combinatorial state explosion by a clever
encoding of method decomposition, which exploits knowledge about the domain avoid
decompositions that would inevitably lead to dead ends. In APE, the communication
goal is stored in an agenda which is implemented as a stack. APE also provides an
additional construct to control the goal-decomposition recursion stack. That is, the
retry method, which removes a given number of items from the stack. Thus, a recipe
in APE consists of the following items:
• goal: create a subgoal.
• primitive: do an action, for example to say something.
• interactive primitive: say something and give control to the student.
• retract: remove all matching fact from the transient knowledge base.
• assert: add a ground fact to the transient knowledge base.
• retry-at: pop the agenda through the first <END> marker where the retry
argument is false, then restore that entry's original goal.
10
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The stack in HTN and APE can be seen as a knowledge base, which is updated
by the decomposition operators and primitive operators during search. For efficiency,
APE maintains permanent facts into a separate knowledge base. Facts prefixed with
"c-" are stored in the permanent knowledge base. Permanent input facts, prefixed by
"«-" are also added to the permanent knowledge base by input handler processes that
are running in parallel with the planner. The facts that can be affected by the assert
and retract operations are prefixed with " w-" they are stored in a separate transient
knowledge base.
Getting back to the scenario in Figure 1.7, the student's mistake at step 4 will
be recognized and then the dialogue goal

correct-query-not-related(urinary-mfection,

sexual-partner) will be triggered by putting it on the planner's agenda. Figures 1.8
and 1 9 describe the planning operators that are required to plan a tutorial dialogue
for this specific type of error in clinical problem solving. One way to satisfy this
goal is through operator number 1. Fact evidence-query-type(<ev>,

<qType>) in

precondition of the operator number 1 sets the query type has been used by student
to gather the evidence sexual partner in <qType> variable. Types of query are:
question, physical, lab. The first decomposition asserts that the current feedback topic
is about no causal relation between query and hypothesis (query-not-related).

The

second decomposition of the operator number 1 is an interactive primitive planning
operator that generates message displayed on step 5 in Figure 1.7 and gives control to
the student to reply. Step 5 in Figure 1.7 shows that the student's answer has been
"No". After student's reply the rest of decomposition of the operator number 1 invokes
the goal input-handhng-questwn-causal-relatwn(urinary-infection,sexual-partner)

for

handling student's input.
Operator number 2 satisfies this goal. The first decomposition of this operator is
an interactive primitive planning operator that generates a message displayed on step
6 in Figure 1.7 and gives control to the student to reply. After student's reply the rest
of decomposition of the operator number 2 invokes the goal
finished(urinary-mfectwn)

input-handling-question-

for handling student's input. According to student's input

("Yes") as shown on step 6 in Figure 1.7, operator number 4 satisfies this goal. Fact cuncollected-evidence (urinary-infection,

<ev>) of precondition of the operator number

4 is a domain fact and it holds if an uncollected evidence (<ev>) related to urinary
11
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1 . operator handle-auerv-not-related
I goal:
correct-query-not-related(<whp>, <ev>)
j precondition: evidence-query-type(<ev>, <qType>)
recipe:
assert(w-feedback-topic (query-not-related))
i
primitive-interactive(ask("ls " <qType> "about" <ev> "related to
j
the working hypothesis'' <whp> "? (Yes /
;
No, I'm examining another hypothesis.}"})
I
' goal(input-handiing-question-causal-relation( <whp>, <ev>))
2. operator input-handler
goal:
input-handling-quesrJon-causal-relation(<whp>, <ev>)
Precondition: i-input-causal-relation(<whp>, <ev>, NO)
1
w-feedback-topic(query-not-related)
j redpe:
primitive-interactive(ask("Did you finish working with" <whp>"?
1
(Yes/No)")
goal(input-handling-question-finished(<whp>))
3. operator input-handler
| goal:
input-handling-question-causal-relation(<whp>, <ev>)
:
precondition: i-input-causal-relation(<whp,> <ev>, YES)
i
w-feedback-topic(query-not-related)
not(w-fieedback-topic(change-whp-early))
' recipe:
retry-at(w-feedback-topic(query-not-related))
goal(did-infbrm ("This Question is not related to the current
!
working hypothesis" <whp)>)
4. operator input-handler
goal:
input-handling-question-finished(<whp>)
! precondition: i-input-finished(<whp>, YES}
w-feedback-topic(query-not-related)
I
c-uncollected-evidence(<whp>, <ev>)
recipe:
retry-at(w-feedback-topic(querv-not-related))
|
assert(w-feedback-topic (change-whp-early)}
;
primitive4nteracrJve(ask("Are you sure? (Yes/No)")
|
goal(input-handling-question-confidence-finished (<whp>))
5. operator input-handler
goal:
input-handling-question-finished(<whp>)
precondition: i-input-finished(<whp># NO)
w-feedback-topic(query-not-r elated)
I redpe:
retry-at(w-feedback-topic(query-not-related))
goal(did-command("Rnish with" <whp> " first")}

Figure 1.8: Tutorial dialogue planning operators
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6. operator input-handler
goal:
input-handling-question-confidence-finished(<whp>)
precondition: i-input-confidence-finished (<whp>, YES)
w-feedback-topic(change-whp-early)
c-uncollected-evidence(<whp>, <ev>)
recipe:
primitive-interacrJve(ask("What do you think about the "
<ev>" ? (It is related t o " <whp> " / I t isn't related.) *)
goal(input-handling-question-causal-relation(<whp>/ <ev>))
7. operator input-handler
goal:
input-handling-question-causal-relation(<whp>, <ev>}}
precondition: i-input-causal-relation(<whp>, <ev>, YES)
w-feedback-topic(change-whp-early) AND
evidence-query-type(<ev>/ question)
recipe:
goal(did-command("Ask the relevant question.")}
8. operator tutor-bv-command
goal:
did-command(<utterance>)
precondition:
recipe:
primitive(say <utterance>)
9. operator tutor-bv-inform
| goal:
did-inform(<utterance>)
j precondition:
i recipe:
primitjve(say <utterance>)
10. operator input-handler
goal:
input-handling-question-finished(<whp>)
precondition: i-input-finished(<whp>, YES)
w-feedback-topic(query-not-related)
not(c-uncollected-evidence(<whp>, <ev>))
recipe:
retry-at(w-feedback-topic(query-not-related))
goal(feedback-forgotten-record-new-hp)
11. operator handle-forgotten-record-new-hp
goal:
feedback-forgotten-record-new-hp
precondition:
recipe:
goal(did-command("Change your working
hypothesis before proceeding."))

Figure 1.9: The rest of tutorial dialogue planning operators
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infection hypothesis can be found. The truth value and variables value for such facts
are achieved by domain expert. If domain expert can find a match for the fact then
its truth value is true otherwise is false. In this example domain expert has found a
match for this fact with value "body temperature" for variable " <ev>".
The first decomposition of operator number 4 uses retry-at to peel off any open
goal which have accumulated since feedback topic were set at the beginning to wfeedback-topic(query-not-related).

This means that the current feedback topic is not

any more about non-causal relation between query and hypothesis. Second decomposition asserts that current feedback topic is about changing working hypothesis too
early. The third decomposition is an interactive primitive planning operator that
generates message displayed on step 7 in Figure 1.7 and gives control to the student
to reply. Step 7 shows that student's answer has been "Yes". After the student's
reply the rest of decomposition of operator number 4 invokes the goal
questwn-confidence-finished(urinary-infection)

mput-handhng-

for handling the student's input.

Planning operator number 6 satisfies this goal. The first decomposition of this
operator is an interactive primitive planning operator that generates message displayed on step 8 in Figure 1.7 and gives control to the student to reply. Step 8
shows that student's answer has been positive. After the student's reply the rest
of decomposition of the operator number 6 invokes the goal
causal-relation(urinary-infection,

input-handling-question-

body-temperature) for handling the student's input.

This time planning operator number 7 satisfies this goal. Decomposition of this
operator includes a goal for generating a command message which is satisfied by
planning operator number 8. Decomposition of this operator includes a primitive
that generates message on step 9 in Figure 1.7. Since decomposition of this operator
and all parent operators in agenda has been accomplished so this means that dialogue
is complete and planning goals has been satisfied.

1.3

Advantages of plan-based dialogue generation

Compared to explicitly specified FSM, planning approaches simplify the generation
of dialogues by allowing the system designer to:
• Specify templates of dialogue transitions rather than enumerating them all. For
14
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instance, planning operator number 4 operator handles the student's response
to the question about status of a specific hypothesis that has been assigned to
<whp> variable.
• Specifying strategies for instantiating and sequencing templates of utterances
on the fly rather than explicating the entire FSM structure.

For example,

preconditions of operator number 4 shows what conditions need to be held to
represent an interrogative message with a specific content.
As the result of the above simplifications, while more complex dialogues can be
generated in planning approaches they are also more cost-effective than FSM approaches. Despite these advantages, planning approach has two important limitations
that are explained in the next section

1.4

Limitations of plan-based dialogue generation

In the following we discuss about two key limitations of plan-based dialogue generation: lack of requirement to persuade the student, limited capability to generate
adaptive dialogue with respect to the student's knowledge.

1.4.1

Lack of requirement to persuade the student

An important limitation of planning approaches is that they do not formally acknowledge the requirement for the ITS to persuade the student. Therefore, they do
not provide a measure of dialogues in terms of their effectiveness in convincing the
interlocutor (in our case the ITS must convince the student). A student can be convinced if he can challenge the ITS to understand the rational behind a feedback. In
such cases, the dialogue is better understood as an argumentation, and the different
utterances composing it as arguments.
Although some ITSs involve argumentation as the content of the learning material [87, 3], for instance to learn skills of argument reasoning by analyzing arguments [A]. However, in those ITSs, which teach argumentation, argumentation is not
involved as a pedagogical tool aiming at persuading the students on the rationale of
15
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the interventions made by the ITS to support them in their learning process. There
are few ITSs with such desired argumentation capability. For instance, ArgPal [71]
is an ITS with an argumentative companion (Peedy) for children to learn food chain
in ecosystems. Peedy is a virtual peer which can argue with the learner on alternative opinions (possible wrong) about a food chain. They can ask of each other for
more information, provide information, indicate their agreement or disagreement, and
challenge the counterpart.
However, these existing approaches are mainly for helping learner to solve a well
structured problem, for which a solution can be computed in advance or online but
automatically (e.g., Peedy uses some predefined directed graphs that show a set of
all food items in an ecosystem and their feeding relationship). These approaches
cannot be used in domains with ill structured problems, for which accurate solutions
cannot be computed beforehand. In such domains ITS have to compute and weigh
up the competing actions (or steps in problem solving) according to the available
information in the current circumstances of problem solving and follow-up arguments
and counter-arguments in favor or against each candidate action (or step) have to be
determined dynamically.
Medical diagnosis is a case of ill-structured problem solving domain. Probable hypotheses (or solutions) for patient's disease change as more information is provided by
gathering evidences through asking questions, physical examination or ordering lab
tests. There are varieties of competing diagnostic actions in each situation of medical
diagnosis problem solving, including: generating probable hypotheses, ordering generated probable hypothesis, selecting a probable hypothesis to investigate, refuting
a hypothesis, selecting an evidence to gather etc. Such a domain requires dynamic
argument generation approaches.
To illustrate the argumentative capability that we are addressing here consider
Figure 1.10 that is a modified scenario of dialogue between the student and TeachMed
in Figure 1.7.
The introduced modifications describe the argumentative capability that we are
aiming for.

In this scenario, to convince or persuade the student of his mistake

performed at step 4 TeachMed starts arguing with the student (step 5 to 21). At step
5 TeachMed has shown its disagreement or conflict with student's diagnostic action
16
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Collected Evidence: Acute Lower abdominal pain
Working Hypothesis: Urinary Infection
1. Student:
Patient:

Any fever?
I don't know.

2. Student:
Patient:

Do you have a burning sensation on urination?
No.

3. Student:

Do you urinate more since beginning of your pain?

Patient:

I don't know. More often I think.

4. student:

Do you have a sexual partner?

5. Tutor:

You cannot ask such a question.

6. Student:

Why?

7. Japan

There is not a causal relation between Urinary and sexual partner and
you should not ask a question for gathering evidence sexual partner.

8. Student:

I disagree.

9. Tutor

Why?

10. Student:

I investigate STD.

11. Tutor

You cannot work on the hypothesis STD.

12. Student:

Why?

13. Tutor:

Did you finish working with current working hypothesis?

14. Student:

Yes.

15. Tutor

But working with current working hypothesis has not finished yet

16. Student:

Why?

17. Tutor

Evidence lateralization of the pain has remained to gather.

18. Student:

I accept that evidence lateralization of the pain has remained to gather.

19. Tutor

You should continue working with current working hypothesis as long as it
has not finished.

20. Student:

I accept that I should continue working with current working hypothesis.

2 1 . Student:

I accept that I should not ask question about sexual partner.

Figure 1.10: A persuasive dialogue scenario for delivering a tutoring feedback
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performed at step 4. In response, at step 6 the student has challenged TeachMed.
At step 7 TeachMed has provided a justification to persuade the student but the
student has rejected system's assertion (step 8). This time TeachMed has challenged
the student and asked for a justification (step 9) and the student has tried to provide
an argument to support his rejection (step 10).
Argumentation dialogues indicated in Figure 1.10 that are initiated to resolve a
conflict are called persuasive dialogues. These dialogues are one type of six dialogue
types identified by Walton and Krabbe [79] that are used in human communication.
The other five dialogue types are: inquiry, negotiation, information seeking, deliberation, and eristic.
Some of these dialogue types have been used so far for implementation of verbal
exchange between the student and ITS. For instance, AutoTutor [2W, 27] is an ITS
that teaches domain knowledge to the student. To do so, it initiates a specific type
of information-seeking dialogue that is called quiz dialogue. In this type of dialogue,
AutoTutor asks a question of the student about a specific topic of the domain that
it already knows the correct answer but wants to know whether the student knows it
too.
Domain knowledge in such ITSs is represented as some curriculum scripts and/or
some statistical form that can provide a measure of the conceptual similarity of the
student's answer with respect to the correct answer. By comparing the student's answer with the correct answer, AutoTutor might ask about more specific information
(e.g., some sub-topics) that was missed in the student's answer. This examination
continues until a satisfactory answer is given by student to the first posed question.
Moreover, the student can ask for help for more information about the tutoring topic
by starting an information-seeking dialogue. In this type of dialogue, the questioner
(student) does not know the answer but she/he believes that the responder (AutoTutor) does.
To help the student, at some points during examination AutoTutor may also
provide some one-shot explanations after student' response. However, AutoTutor has
no capability that let the student to challenge or reject a provided feedback or to
allow her/him to defend her/his point of view that might be against its point of view.
In contrast to the information-seeking dialogue, as Figure 1 10 shows, the aim of
18
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the student and system in a persuasive dialogue is to resolve the conflict in favor of its
own point of view. The goal of a persuasive dialogue (that is resolving the conflict)
cannot be achieved unless argumentation between the student and system governed
by some specific rules that restrict them concerning the permitted dialogue moves
that they can put forward in argumentation In another words, the structure of the
generated dialogue is an important measure for a dialogue to be persuasive.
Another important criterion for measuring the persuasiveness of an approach is
its ability for computing an argument that is convincing for the student when it is the
system's turn to say something. This requires to take into account different types of
conflict that may arise during reasoning for problem solving. Disagreement (conflict)
between parties (i.e., the student and the system in our case) may resulted due to lack
of knowledge about some facts or flawed chain of reasoning from one of the parties.
For instance, step 14 of scenario in Figure 1 10 is an example of the conflict between
TeachMed with the student due to either student's lack of knowledge about remained
evidences related to the hypothesis urinary infection or his insufficient experience to
apply the knowledge. Furthermore, if reasoning in problem solving requires to take
into account some criteria and preference among them then disagreement can also
arises about what is the best action or step with respect to those criteria. For instance,
exhausting the whole evidences of current working hypothesis is a criterion with high
importance for novice medical students and low or no importance for more experienced
medical students. Also, gathering inexpensive evidences is an important criterion in
clinical reasoning specially when financial matters are important for patient.

1.4.2

Limitation in adaptive dialogue generation

Another problem with existing plan-based dialogue generation techniques is that despite the recent development of automated planning algorithms that can deal with
uncertainty they still rely on deterministic planning systems [21, 89, 57]. So they
do not take into account uncertainties about the students such as their knowledge.
For instance, consider previous dialogue planning example. In this example, the first
planning action has been an interactive primitive planning operator that generates
interrogative message displayed on step 5 in Figure 1.7 and gives control to the stu-
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dent to reply. Student's response to such questions provides information that are
necessary for delivering efficient tutoring feedbacks that must be tailored to the student's knowledge. However, the student's response is only available at time that the
plan is executed. In such situations, deterministic planners commit to only one of
the possible course of events (that is the student's response here) at the planning
time, leaving the responsibility to the AI engine to replan should the choices made at
the planning time happen to be wrong when the dialogue plan is run. Such frequent
re-planning can be a source of inefficiency in managing the interactions between the
student and the ITS.

1.5

Thesis structure

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. The next chapter presents an
approach for addressing the first mentioned problem in dialogue generation by proposing an argumentation framework that implements persuasive dialogues between the
ITS and the students. In our approach, every diagnostic action performed by the
student is considered as an argument. These student's actions are considered as potential source of conflict or disagreement with TeachMed which TeachMed tries to
settle through an argumentation. More precisely, each diagnosis action made by the
student is automatically asserted as an argument and TeachMed attempts to reject it
if it can. On the other hand, each request for help made by the student is considered
as argument and TeachMed tries to provide an explanation in favor or against it.
In either case, the argumentation dialog is conducted with the goal of settling the
conflict.
Chapter 3 presents an approach for addressing the second problem in dialogue
generation by proposing a planning approach which models the problem of generating
adaptive dialogues as one of planning with incomplete knowledge about the student's
knowledge. That way, the dialogue planner produces dialogues having a tree-like
structure involving conditional branches on probable states of the student's belief
concerning a particular fact or piece of knowledge. A generated dialogue also involves
queries to the user aimed at gathering information necessary to decide upon the next
course of action in the dialogue plan. Finally we conclude this thesis by discussing
20
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about achievements and future works.
I have presented parts of this research at various refereed conferences and workshops:
• A paper presented at "IJCAI-09 workshop on Computational Models of Natural
Argument (CMNA IX 2009)" [00] explains the idea of considering the total
interaction in an ITS as argumentation.
• A paper at "Young Researchers Track and Doctoral Consortium of Tenth International Conference on Intelligent Tutoring System (2010)" [02] describes
architecture of the argumentation framework with a brief explanation of components.
• A paper presented at "Tenth International Conference on Intelligent Tutoring
System (2010)" [6,5] elaborates the components of the argumentation framework.
• A paper presented at "International Conference on Autonomous and Intelligent
Systems (2010)" [61 ] explains the idea of dialogue adaptation with respect to
the user's knowledge using non-deterministic planning algorithms.
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Chapter 2
Persuasive dialogue generation in an
intelligent tutoring prototype for
medical diagnosis
This chapter presents an argumentation framework for implementing persuasive dialogue in a medical diagnosis system. Our approach takes into account the convincing
requirement on both the structure of generated dialogues and the produced arguments. Here we consider the TeachMed medical diagnosis tutoring system, but the
approach we propose could also fit the other approaches. We view the whole interaction between TeachMed and the student as argumentation. Thus every action
performed by the student is an argument even if the action is not actually an utterance intended for TeachMed but simply a step in the diagnosis process (e.g., linking
an evidence to a hypothesis). TeachMed intervenes to help the student also by making arguments. Errors made by the student are considered as disagreements and
TeachMed tries to help the user remedy them through an argumentation.
The argumentation framework is composed of four key components. The first
component is a language for defining dialogue moves between TeachMed and the student. A typical dialogue move specifies the content of an argument or a propositional
attitude in the exchange of arguments (e.g., accepting the interlocutor's argument or
withdrawing owns argument).
22
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The second component is a protocol that regulates the moves and determines the
structure of dialogue based on the conveyed constraints on allowed move sequences
in an argumentation dialogue.
The third component is an argument generator used by TeachMed to decide arguments to use which are persuasive for the student. We use [^0] argumentation theory
to model arguments, challenges to arguments and acceptance of arguments. We integrate this theory with the notion of preference among arguments described by [G],
making it possible for the ITS to make decisions on the most convincing arguments.
The fourth component selects a move for the system and content of move when its
turn to say something. Selecting a move for the system is a complex decision making
task that depends on many parameters that are best captured in different levels [IV].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 briefly explains modifications we made in original TeachMed [30] to achieve argumentative
TeachMed. Section 2 2 elaborates the components of argumentation framework. Section 2.3 shows an experiment of persuasive dialogue generation in TeachMed using
the argumentation framework. Section 2.4 discusses about some important related
works and capability of our approach for managing argumentative dialogue . Finally,
Section 2 5 concludes this chapter.

2.1

Argumentative TeachMed architecture

To implement our approach, we modified TeachMed architecture [30], by extending
the user model to store the student's order of preferences concerning the rules and criteria for making diagnostic actions and utterances. The original model only recorded
the student's diagnosis actions. The student's actions are now recorded as arguments.
We preserve the use of an influence diagram (ID) to model the expert knowledge. The
pedagogic model is now replaced by the argumentation framework.

2.2

The argumentation framework

The entire session of a student learning to diagnose a case is considered as an argumentation between the student and TeachMed. Whenever a student performs a
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diagnosis action, TeachMed interprets the action as an assertion and tries to reject
if it can. An assertion will be rejected if the pedagogic model finds a convincing argument against it. This is done based on the information provided by expert model,
the commitment store and the dialogue history. For instance, if a student asks a
query which is irrelevant to the current differential diagnosis -for instance the value
of information for the query is low, according to the ID expert model- the pedagogic
model calculates a convincing argument. Then pedagogic module (argumentation
framework) tries to reject the query by initiating an argumentation phase. During
this phase, the student's actions will be utterances constituting replies to TeachMed's
utterances. These utterances may be arguments, counter arguments, withdrawal of
arguments, and acceptance of arguments. The student may also proactively requests
help. This too triggers an argumentation phase during which the dialogue moves are
utterances
At any point during the interaction, each arguer is committed to some arguments.
For the student, these include diagnostic actions performed by her such as the set
of gathered evidence and the set of formulated hypotheses. For TeachMed, they
include student's diagnostic actions that according to the ID expert model are right
actions and consequently TeachMed has accepted them. Commitments also include
arguments asserted or accepted during verbal exchanges. They are updated depending
on the performed actions. A structure called the "Commitment Store" keeps track of
the current commitments. It is a list of pairs (argument,

arguer).

The following sections unveil the details of the components of the argumentation
framework.

2.2.1

The language

To have a formal argumentation framework modeling the interactions between the
student and the ITS, we need a language for modeling the content of arguments and
the exchange, or communication, of arguments. Following [07], we define the language
at two levels, namely the domain level and the communication level.
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2.2.1.1

Domain language

At the domain level, the language provides a syntax and semantics for arguments.
As mentioned so far, in our approach arguments represent diagnostic actions and utterances in interaction between the student and TeachMed. Assume that the student
has decided to perform a diagnostic action that is asking an interview question about
the evidence burning sensation on urination to investigate the hypothesis urinary infection. Let us see if it is appropriate to represent the student's action in clinical
reasoning by a traditional argument in form of a deductive reasoning that includes
some premises and a conclusion as following:
/ want to investigate the current working hypothesis urinary infection.
One way to investigate urinary infection is asking about the evidence burning sensation
So I will ask about evidence burning sensation on urination.

In this argument, the first statement is a premise that states the student's goal.
It has also a non-explicit premise that states a means (that is asking an interview
question) to achieve the goal. Finally, last statement is the conclusion which is a
judgment that states if the student wants to achieve the goal it must perform the
means. Given both premises are true yet the student has not to commit to the
conclusion because of the three following problems addressed by Searl [05]:
1. There may be alternative ways of achieving the goal;
2. Doing an action may exclude doing other action which may have other desirable
results that can be more desirable than achieving the stated goal;
3. Doing an action may has some consequences else than achieving the stated goal.
If these consequences are undesirable, then we may abandon the goal.
Therefore, an argument is appropriate that takes into account the above mentioned
problems. A field of argumentation that is about the study of argument templates or
schemes can help us for this purpose. Systematic studies of argument templates have
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/

\

Necessary condition template
G is a goal for agent a
Doing action A is necessary for agent a to carry out goal 6
Therefore agent a ought to do action A

Sufficient condition template
G is a goal for agent a
Doing action A is sufficient for agent a to carry out goal G
Therefore agent a ought to do action A

Figure 2.1: Walton templates
shown that they are some instances of correct or valid reasoning that in contrast to
the formal logic approaches their validity is not verified using propositional calculus
or probability calculus [8J, 70]. But, rather an instance of an argument of these
templates is valid (or correct) to the extent that it contributes to the goal of the
dialogue and such validity is not absolute or unconditional (like deductive reasoning).
In the following I will explain a specific argument representation for modeling
student's actions in problem solving based on a specific template proposed by Walton
that takes into account the above problems in argument representation.
2.2.1.1.1

Walton's templates

Walton [81] has proposed two templates namely

necessary condition template and sufficient condition template to represent actions
made in problem solving in terms of arguments. Figure 2.1 shows these two templates.
These templates model actions in problem solving as presumptive arguments. In
another words, these arguments represent presumptive reasons for doing some actions.
To address the problems that exist with traditional argument representations these
presumptions are challenged by some test questions associated to the templates to
verify alternatives that must be take into account with respect to the actions they
represent. These test questions indicated in Figure 2.2. In this thesis we only consider
sufficient condition template since the necessary condition template is special case in
that answer to the first associated test question is negative.
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1. Are there alternative ways of realizing goal G?
2. Is it possible to do action A?
3. Does agent a have goals other than G which should be taken into account?
4. Are there other consequences of doing action A which should be taken into account?
Figure 2.2: Template test questions
Error definition
1. Inability to identify critical features (such as evidences) of a particular clinical problem [30]
2. Assigning a wrong sign to an evidence as supporting or against a particular hypothesis [30]
3. Giving an incorrect weighting to an evidence ['JO, 19] For instance, giving more weight to the
information presented late than information gathered earlier.
4. Identifying unlikely hypothesis as final diagnosis [30]
5. Gathering redundant evidences that do not alter the probability of the working hypotheses [19]
6. Fail to update the hypotheses list correctly based on the new gathered information [37, 19]
Table 2.1: Some errors in clinical problem solving
In the next sections first we explain about some important rules and criteria for
verifying clinical reasoning. Then we describe how to adapt Walton's test questions
to verify an action performed in medical diagnosis.
2.2.1.1.2

Rules and criteria to verify clinical reasoning

The fundamental

steps involved in clinical problem solving process are as follows [3]:
1. recognition of the clinical information that is relevant to solve the clinical problem;
2. interpretation of the recognized clinical information;
3. generation of possible hypotheses for the patient's disease;
4. proving or refuting those hypotheses through further data collection;
5. refining the list of hypotheses to one or two hypotheses as final diagnose;
The above process is an analytical approach for clinical problem solving that is
only used for evaluation of patients with unfamiliar clinical problem [9, 20]. This case
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Rule definition

Error

1. There must be a causal relationship between a gathered evidence and current working
hypothesis
2. There must be a causal relationship between an evidence linked to an hypothesis
3. A sign associated to an evidence in support or against a hypothesis must be correct
4 The current working hypothesis cannot be changed unless it has been refuted
5. Avoid of adding unlikely hypothesis
6. Avoid of deleting probable hypotheses
7. Select the most probable hypothesis as working hypothesis
8 Avoid of adding redundant evidence with no valuable information
9 Updating list of hypotheses ends if all unlikely hypotheses has been deleted
10 Updating list of hypothesis ends if all probable hypotheses has been added

1
1
2
3
4
4
4
5
6
6

Table 2.2: Rules for identifying errors in clinical reasoning
Criterion Definition
1 Inexpensive evidences are preferred
2 Life threatening hypothesis must be included in initial list of hypotheses
3 Working with current working hypothesis must be finished by gathering all evidences before
switching to another hypothesis

Table 2.3: Criteria for clinical reasoning
holds for novice medical students with a little experience. Errors in this type of clinical reasoning are originated from inadequate knowledge, inaccurate data collection,
incorrect integration and interpret of data. Table 2.1 indicates a subset of these errors
identified by researchers through studies on clinical reasoning [30, [9, 37]. Table 2.2
shows some rules that we have built based on these errors to verify diagnostic actions
in clinical reasoning. The first column of each row of this table contains a definition
of a rule. The second column indicates the number of an error (in Table 2.1) from
that the rule has been built.
Furthermore, some criteria in clinical reasoning (that are in particular interest
of patient) must be taken into account. For instance, always simple, safe and inexpensive evidences are preferred for gathering [83]. Moreover, life threatening disease
such as appendicitis must be included in initial list of hypotheses to avoid danger
of patient's death. Also, some pedagogic criteria may exist, such as exhausting the
current working hypothesis by gathering all evidences before switching to another
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hypothesis [12]. These criteria were summarized in Table 2.3.
2.2.1.1.3

A d a p t a t i o n of t e m p l a t e t e s t questions for clinical reasoning

To

verify an argument for an action in clinical reasoning we have transformed rules in
Table 2.2 and criteria in Table 2 3 in terms of some test questions that examine the
desired argument with respect to predefined aspects determined by test questions of
template. We only found some adapted test questions for the first three questions of
template since we did not find any rule or criteria that can be matched with aspects
specified by the fourth question. Table 2.4 presents the adapted test questions. The
first column of each row in this table contains definition of the adapted test question.
The second column presents the number of corresponding test question of template.
The third and fourth columns show the rule number (in Table 2 2) or the criterion
number (in Table 2.3) based on that the adapted test has been built.
In our approach, each adapted test question generates a counterargument against
the argument under verification if the adapted test question has an answer given
the current context of argumentation dialogue. In fact, as we will explain more in
Section 2 2.3 we can consider conditions (or aspects) under query by an adapted
test question as preconditions of a counterargument generation rule that if they hold
a counterargument is produced. These counterarguments have the same elements
of the argument they attack. Syntax and elements of arguments will be defined in
Section 2.2.1 1 5.
2.2.1.1.4

A r g u m e n t preference

As mentioned before, we consider clinical rea-

soning as a reasoning about what should be done according to some rules and criteria:
what hypothesis to choose to investigate that minimizes the risk of death for patient
and maximizes the chance of correct diagnosis, what evidence gathering action to
make that provides valuable information with minimum cost for the patient, what
hypotheses must be taken into account as probable hypotheses that can explain the
collected information, and so on.
We believe that giving value to the arguments of diagnostic actions to represent
preference among them make it possible to explain to student what is the best to
do particularly given different order on preference of criteria, for instance, to explain
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Definition of adapted test question

Q

I. Is it the case that the goal of the argument is to investigate a hypothesis by
doing an action that gathers an evidence and there is another related evidence
that has not been gathered and is inexpensive to gather?
2 Is it the case that the goal of the argument is to investigate a hypothesis
by doing an action that gathers an evidence and there is another related evidence that has not been gathered and has influential information to alter the
probability of the hypothesis?
3 Is it the case that the action of the argument is to gather an evidence for a
hypothesis but according to the pathology they do not have causal relationship7
4 Is it the case that the action of the argument is to delete a probable hypothesis from the hypotheses list?
5 Is it the case that the action of the argument is to change the current working
hypothesis while still some evidence related to the working hypothesis has been
remained to gather?
6 Is it the case that the action of the argument is to add a non-probable
hypothesis to the hypothesis list?
7 Is it the case that the action of the argument is to link an evidence to a
hypothesis that according to the pathology they do not have a causal relationship?
8 Is it the case that the action of the argument is to set a sign for a link
between an evidence and the hypothesis but according to the pathology the
direction of sign is not correct?
9 Is it the case that the action of the argument shows that updating the list of
hypotheses has ended while still some non-probable hypotheses exist to delete7
10. Is it the case that the action of the argument shows that updating the list
of hypotheses has ended while still some probable hypotheses exist to add?
II. Is it the case that the action of the argument is to change the current
working hypothesis that still is probable?
12 Is it the case that the goal of the argument is to investigate a hypothesis
and the action is to set this hypothesis as working hypothesis and it is not the
most probable hypothesis in the hypothesis list?
13 Is it the case that the goal of the argument is to investigate a hypothesis
and the action is to switch the current working hypothesis with this hypothesis
and it is not the most probable hypothesis in the hypothesis list?
14. Is it the case that the goal of the argument is to investigate a hypothesis
and the action is to set this hypothesis as working hypothesis and there is
another hypothesis in the hypotheses list that is a life threatening hypothesis?

1

Table 2.4: Adapted test questions for clinical reasoning
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best evidence gathering actions for a patient that prefers inexpensive tests because of
financial matters. Furthermore, given that explanation should be tailored to the level
of skill of the students we can use these values to alleviate or eliminate the effect of
some rules. For instance, assigning a very low value to a pedagogic rule that forces to
exhaust the evidences of current working hypothesis will give more freedom to more
experienced student to finish working with current working hypothesis that according
to new collected data has been refuted even though it has still some evidences to
gather.
Given that VQ represents the lowest preference value and for each i > 0 the preference value v% represents the value of the ith adapted test question in Table 2.4, we
can define the set of preference values as follows:
{VQ,VI,V2,---

,VU}

We consider no preference among values of adapted test questions defined based
on the rules (in Table 2.2) for identifying errors in clinical reasoning. The order of
preferences for values of adapted test questions defined based on the criteria (v\, v$
and Vu) is determined by the student's profile.
2.2.1.1.5

S y n t a x of a r g u m e n t s

Here we define the syntax of arguments based

on the Walton's sufficient template in Figure 2.1. Thus, syntactically, an argument
is a rule "if premise then conclusion". Semantically, an argument does not necessary
mean that the conclusion logically follows from the premise.
Considering a proposition as a fully instantiated predicate, an argument consists
of a conjunction of propositions (premise) and a proposition (conclusion) and a preference value. On the other hand, an argument template consists of a conjunction
of predicates (premise) and a predicate (conclusion) and an associated preference
value. This way, we obtain an argument from an argument template by instantiating
its predicate variables. Our domain language support four types of predicates: goal
predicates, action predicates, fact predicates, and judgment predicates. Propositions
used in premises of arguments are instances of three first type predicates. Conclusions
are instances of judgment predicates. As such, fact arguments are arguments with
null premises and an instance of a fact predicate as conclusion. Therefore, each fact
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predicate is itself a fact argument.
Fact predicates are used to describe the status about the current problem solving
state:
• FACTLlNK(eu, hp): denotes the fact of existing a causal relationship between the
hypothesis hp and the evidence ev.
• FACTLlNKSlGN(ew, hp, s): denotes the fact of existing a causal relationship
between the hypothesis hp and the evidence ev with the sign s.
• FACTREMAlNEDEv(ew, hp): denotes the fact that investigation of the hypothesis hp has not finished yet since the evidence ev has remained to gather.
• PROBABLEHP(/ip): denotes the fact that the hypothesis hp is a probable hypothesis.
Action predicates are used to describe a diagnostic action performed by a student
when solving a problem:
• ACTIONADDHP(hp):

denotes the action of adding the hypothesis hp to the

hypothesis table.
• A C T I O N S E T W H P ( Z I P ) : denotes the action of setting the hypothesis hp as the
current working hypothesis.
• ACTlONGATHEREv(eu): denotes the action of gathering the evidence ev.
• ACTlONASKQUESTION(eu): denotes the action of asking an interview question
concerning the evidence ev.
• ACTIONCHANGEWHP (cwhp,hp):

denotes the action of changing the current

working hypothesis from the hypothesis cwhp to the hypothesis hp.
• ACTIONSETLlNK(ew, hp, sign): denotes the action of establishing a causal link
with sign specified by the variable sign between the evidence ev and the hypothesis
hp in the evidence table.
Goal predicates describe the recognized goal for an action performed by the student in a particular situation of problem solving (for instance, the recognized goal for
an evidence gathering action made by the student is the current working hypothesis
specified in the hypothesis table):
• GOALDlAGNOSECASE(a;): denotes the goal of diagnosing the clinical case x.
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• GOALlNv(Zip): denotes the goal of investigating the hypothesis hp.
The predicate Do(<7, a) represents the judgment predicate. It describes the reasoning behind an action performed (or proposed) by the student (or TeachMed) at a
particular step of problem solving with a certain goal. For instance, the instantiated
judgment predicate for the student's interview question at Step 4 in Figure 1.7 of
Chapter 1 is Do(GOALlNV(unnary_infection),
partner)).

ACTION ASKQUESTION(se:raa/_

This expresses that the student's reasoning for doing this action is to

investigate the hypothesis urinary infection.
To assign a preference value to an argument that represents a student's action or
utterance, first we assign the value VQ to that argument. Then we replace this value
by the value of an adapted test question that its action and/or goal parts matches
with the action and/or goal propositions of the argument but cannot generate a
counterargument against it. If more than one adapted test question can be found,
the highest preference value is selected.
2.2.1.2

C o m m u n i c a t i o n language

At the communication level, the language defines primitives for move types - propositional attitudes- that are available for exchanging arguments. A move type is an operator described by a precondition (conjunction of predicates) specifying when the move
is feasible - it specifies the conditions that the commitment store and/or the dialogue
history must satisfy for the move to be applicable - and an effect specifying the update
of the commitment store and the dialogue history. Figure 2.3 illustrates the move
types: O P E N , ASSERT, A C C E P T , W I T H D R A W , R E J E C T , C H A L L E N G E , Q U E S T I O N ,
R E P L Y , Q U I Z , A N S W E R , and

CLOSE.

An arguer commits to an argument by putting forwards the argument (using the
ASSERT move, REPLY or the ANSWER move) or accepting the argument put forwarded by his interlocutor [41]. Arguers are not limited to committing to only what
they believe or to believe what they commit to. The pedagogic module keeps track of
the arguments made by each arguer in a structure called commitment store. Adopting
the concept of a commitment store helps us avoiding the complexity and inefficiency
regarding the use of a belief update framework in dialogue modeling [38]. As argued
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Informal Meaning
Ml
M2

Participant Xas proponent (or participant Kas
opponent) indicates its willingness to initiate a
dialogue of type T via the move M l (or M2).

M3
M4

ParticipantX asserts the argument o ( o r - a ) to
participant Y via the move M3 ( o r M 4 )

MS

Participant X indicates to participant Ythat it has
accepted the argument ou

M6

ParticipantX indicates to participant Vthatithas
withdrawn its commitment to the argument a.

M7

Participant X indicates to participant Y its
disagreement with the argument a that was
asserted by the K

CHALLENGE CHALLENGE(X,Y, a)

M8

ParticipantX challenges participant Y for
rejecting the argument a.

QUESTION

QOESTION(X, Y, a)

M9

Participant X asks of participant ¥ to provide
some information regarding the argument a that
it lacks but the participant Y has that
information.

REPLY

REPiv(x,Y,a)

M I O ParticipantX replies the argument a via the
move MIO as response to the question posed by
the participant Y via the move M9.

Quiz

Quiz(X,Y,a)

M U

ANSWER

ANSWER+(X,Y, a)

M12 ParticipantX gives positive answer (or negative
M13 answer) via the move M12 (or via the move M13)
to the quiz asked by the Y regarding the
argument a via the move M i l .

OPEN

OPEN-P(X, Y, T )
OPEN-0(Y,

ASSERT

ASSERT+(X,Y, a)
ASSERT (X,

ACCEPT

X,T)

Y,-«)

ACCEPT(X, Y, a)

WITHDRAW WITHDRAW(X, Y, a)

REJECT

REIECT(X, Y, a)

ANSWER-(X, Y, -<a)

CLOSE

CLOSE-P(X, Y, T)
CLOSE-0(Y,X,T)

ParticipantX quizzes its counterpart Y concerning
validity of the argument a that X itself already
knows the correct answer.

M14 ParticipantX as proponent (or participant Yas
MIS opponent) indicates termination of a completed
dialogue of type T via the move M14 (or via the
move M15).

Figure 2.3: Communication Moves
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ACCEPT (Move M5)
Usage: Accept(X,Y,S)
Meaning: participant X indicates t o its counterpart Y that i t has accepted the argument S .
Precondition: player Y must have already committed t o S.
v Effect: move Accept(X, Y, S) is added t o the dialogue history and (X, S) is added t o the commitment store. ,

Figure 2.4: Details of ACCEPT
by [81], the commitment store concept also provides a means to settle conflicts between arguers by making the opponent commit to the proponent's assertion or the
proponent withdraws his assertion. The dialogue-history keeps track of the history
of moves made by the arguers. Figure 2.4 shows the details of the move ACCEPT.

2.2.2

Argumentation protocol

Each time the student makes an assertion, TeachMed checks whether it agrees with the
assertion and whether it should reject it. The situation in which TeachMed intervenes
is determined by the pedagogic strategic rules, which we discuss later. For the time
being, let's assume the rule is to intervene on every error. For example, whenever the
student generates a hypothesis not probabilistically related to current evidences given
the ID expert model, TeachMed rejects the assertion by making an argument against
it. The student may counter with her own argument against TeachMed's argument.
And so on, the argumentation can continue until settling the initial disagreement.
Thus the settling of a disagreement could recursively spawn an argumentation
dialogue within a current one. Accordingly we define the argumentation protocol
using hierarchical state diagrams similar to statecharts [31, l">]. In the example
of figure 2.5 we have the following diagrams:

Chnincal Reasoning Session (CRS),

Persuasion (PS), Information Seeking (IS), and Quiz (QZ). The entry point of each
diagram is shown by a black box. A super-state corresponding to a diagram is shown
as gray box. A normal state corresponds to a dialogue move. The CRS diagram
models each student's diagnostic action as an assertion. Other diagram implements
either a persuasive or information-seeking dialogue. A persuasive dialogue is initiated
whenever an assertion is made and consequently there is a possibility of conflict
between the views of the participants and its goal is to resolve the conflict. Each
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part put forwards arguments intended to make the other part adopts its own point
of view. The conflict is resolved when the argument exchanges end in a state where
either the proponent of the assertion withdraws or the opponent accepts the assertion.
An information-seeking dialogue is initiated by one arguer (the questioner) wants
information which he believes his interlocutor (the responder) to have. The goal
of dialogue is to transfer the information from the responder to the questioner. A
particular case of the information-seeking dialogue, named quiz dialogue, is when the
questioner actually has the information he is looking for, but he just want to check
whether the interlocutor also has it [6S].
Through the CRS diagram, the student's action may lead to further argumentation
between the student and TeachMed . As in [76], participants engaged in a specific
type of dialogue may proceed through different stages of dialogue where each stage has
a limited set of allowed moves, entry condition, and exit condition. More specifically,
we have the following four stages for a clinical reasoning session:
1. opening s t a g e ( C R S l ) : participants synchronize the initiation of dialogue,
2. assertion stage(CRS2): proponent decides on what to assert (or what diagnostic action to take),
3. argumentation stage(CRS3): each participant tries to persuade the other
in favor of its point of view regarding the assertion,
4. closing stage(CRS4) participants synchronize the termination of dialogue.
A dialogue of type persuasive may proceed through the following six stages (PS1
to PS6):
1. opening (PS1): participants synchronize the initiation of dialogue,
2. conflict recognition (PS2): the opponent tries to recognize if a conflict exists
with the assertion,
3. conflict exploration (PS3): if in the the second stage the opponent has shown
a conflict with the assertion then during this stage the proponent explores the
cause of conflict,
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CRS1-OPEN I

PS1-OPEN

PS2.3 - Information Seeking

*

PS5-AccH»r

REJECT]—•

CRS4-CLOSE

• CRS2nASSERT

PSS-WIIHDRAW

PS6-CLOSE

*

PS6-CLOSE

PS4ASSERT

I

CHALLENGE]—

c

PSSACCEPT

PS6-CLOSE

T

PS4-Quiz

>{ASSERT|—•Persuasion

1
IS1-OPEN

IS2-QUESTION

•

IS3-REPLY

J_
*

^Pj—» QZ1-OPEN

QZ2-Quiz

—>

QZ3-ANSWER

IS4-ACCEPT

QZ4-Persuasion

Figure 2.5: The protocol
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4. conflict resolution (PS4): having found the cause of conflict at previous
stage (PS3), this stage is to resolve the conflict,
5. a g r e e m e n t ( P S 5 ) : if the opponent has found no conflict at the stage PS2
or the conflict resolution has been performed successfully by either parties (at
the stage PS4) then at the fifth stage (PS5) the counterpart has to show its
agreement,
6. closing (PS6): participants synchronize the termination of dialogue.
As the figure 2.5 indicates, in our protocol we use the information-seeking dialogue
as a child of a persuasion dialogue to settle the conflict raised in parent dialogue due
to the opponent's lack of knowledge of information of some premises that support the
assertion. In fact, similar to [82], we consider the information-seeking dialogue as a
type of dialogue comparable to the persuasion dialogue in that both participants have
commitment stores. But in the case of information-seeking dialogue, the opponent
seeks to commit to some argument (s) that the proponent will commit via replying
to the question(s) that the opponent poses; of course if the opponent finds the argument (s) convincing. Each information-seeking dialogue may proceed through the
following five stages (ISl to IS5):
1. opening (ISl): participants synchronize the initiation of dialogue,
2. information seeking (IS2): the opponent seeks information of the proponent,
3. information delivering (IS3): the proponent provides the requested information to the opponent,
4. satisfaction (IS4): given that the opponent has been satisfied by the provided
information, this stage is to show its satisfaction,
5. closing (IS5): participants synchronize the termination of dialogue.
Finally, a quiz dialogue may proceed through the following five stages (QZ1 to
QZ5):
1. opening (QZ1): participants synchronize the initiation of dialogue,
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Parameters
<ev>,
<whp>

Argument

Premise

Conclusion

Value

H=ACTLINK(ev,whp) A
GOAUNV(whp)A
-AcnONASKQUESTlON(ev)

- DO(GOALINV(whp) A
ACTlONASKQUESIlON(ev))

v3

FACTREMAINEDEVfev) A
GAOUNV(whp)A
ACT!ONGATHEREV(ew)

DO(GOALlNV(whp)A
ACIH)NGATHEREV(ev))

US

Context

DO(GOAUNV(whp),
ACriONASKQUESTlON(ev))

<ev>,

DO(G<5ALDIAGNOSECASE(x),
<whp>,
ACTK)NCHANGEWHP(whp,hp))
<hp>

Figure 2.6: Argument generation rules
2. quiz (QZ2): the opponent tests the proponent's knowledge of some argument,
3. answering (QZ3): the proponent responds to the quiz,
4. correction (QZ4): if the opponent finds a conflict with the proponent's response after comparing it to the correct answer, at this stage the opponent
attempts to correct the answer,
5. closing (QZ5): participants synchronize the termination of dialogue.

2.2.3

Convincing argument generator

Given an assertion made by the student, TeachMed must decide whether to reject or
accept the student assertion. Here we follow Walton's argumentation theory [SO] by
specifying the adapted test questions in Table 2.4 as some rules expressing how to respond to arguments made by the opposing party in a two-participant argumentation.
Precisely, we want to model the adapted test question as some rules for generating
counterarguments by TeachMed to convince the student. These argument generation rules, specify arguments that can challenge assertions made by the student diagnostic actions as well as utterance actions during a conflict settling dialogue.
An argument generation rule is a template rule for generating a counterargument
to a given assertion, consisting of:
• Parameters: Variables used in the template.
• Argument: The challenged argument.
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• C o n t e x t : A conjunction of predicates over the commitment store and problem
solving state
• P r e m i s e : Premise of the counterargument that are conjunction of predicates
(defined in Section 2.2.1.1.5 for premise of an argument) .
• Conclusion: Conclusion of the counterargument (that is a judgment predicate
explained in Section 2.2.1.1.5).
• Value: Preference value of the counterargument
The variables in the predicates must be defined in the parameters.
Given an argument and a set of argument generation rules , we find a set of potential counterarguments by matching the assertion with the assertion component of
the argument generation rules and the premise component with the context (problem
solving state, commitment store). If a match is obtained, the resulting instantiation
is used uniformly to replace the variables in the conclusion. Counterarguments themselves are subjected to the argument generation rules and this process continues until
no more counterargument can be generated.
Figure 2.6 shows examples of the argument generation rules. Rule 1 implements
the adapted test question number 3 in Table 2.4. For instance, consider a scenario
of the student's interaction with TeachMed presented in Figures 1.1 and

1.2 in

that the current working hypothesis is urinary infection and the student asks an
interview question about whether the patient has a sexual partner. Argument ARG2
in Figure 2.7 shows the instantiated argument from this assertion. As Figure 1.5
indicates there is no causal relationship between the evidence sexual partner and the
hypothesis urinary infection, so the rule 1 matches and generates the counterargument
ARG3 depicted in Figure 2.7.
Rule 2 in Figure 2.6 implements the adapted test question number 5 in Table 2.4.
For instance, consider a scenario of the student's interaction with TeachMed presented
in Figures 1.1 and 1 2 in that the student changes the current working hypothesis
urinary infection to the hypothesis sexual transmitted disease while according to
the ID in Figure 1 5 some evidences such as the evidences lateralization of the pain
and urinary lab test still have remained to gather. Argument ARG4 in Figure 2.7
shows the instantiated argument from this assertion and counterargument ARG5
indicates the counterargument generated using the rule 2. Figure 2.9 shows a tree
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Name
ARG1
ARG2
ARG3
ARG4
ARG5
ARG6
ARG7
ARG8

Argument
GOAL2 A ACT10Nl->DO(GOAL2, ACTION1)
GOAL! A ACnON2->DO(GOAUL, ACTJON2)
-FACT1A GOAUA-ACnON2^-DO(GOALl,ACnON2)
GOAL2A ACT10N3-> DO(GOAL2, ACTION3)
FACT2AGAOL1A A010N4->DO(GOALl,ACriON4)
GOAL2A ACTION5->DO(GOAL2, ACTIONS)
FACT3 A GOAL! A ACT10N6->DO(GOALl. ACTION6)
FACT3A GOAL1AACTION6 -»DO(GOALl, ACDON6)

Value
V3
vo
V3
V13
V5
V14
V5
VI

Figure 2.7: Details of the student's assertion and generated counterarguments
representation of all counterarguments generated against the argument ARG4. The
details of these arguments are found in Figure 2.7.
Name
ACHONl
ACTION2
ACTION3
ACTION4
ACTION5
ACTION6
GOAU
GOAL2
FACT!
FACT2
FACT3

Proposition
ACnONADDHP(urinary_infection)
ACnONASKQUESnON(sexual_partner)
ACTIONCHANGEWHP(urinary_infection,STD)
ACnONGATHEREV(urinary_lab_test)
ACTiONCHANGEWHP(urinary_infection, appendicitis)
ACT10NGATHEREV(lateralization_of_pain)
GOALINV(urinary_infection)
GOALDIAGNOSECASE(pelvic_inflammation_case)
FACTLINK(sexual_partner,urinary_in1ection)
FACTREMAINEDEV(urinary_lab_test, urinary_infection)
FACTREMAINEDEV(lateralization_of_pain, urinary_infection)

Figure 2.8: Propositions of arguments in Figure 2.7
A convincing argument exists among a set of generated arguments if it defeats
the user's argument but it is not defeated by any counterargument. To calculate
such argument we adopted a decision-theoretic argumentation method from BenchCapon [6] - which is an extension of Dung's argumentation [lb]. The aim of Dung's
argumentation framework is to find acceptable (or undefeasible) arguments among a
set of arguments AR when a clear definition of attack relation among them exists.
According to Dung [16], an argument A € AR is acceptable with respect to a set of
arguments S iff for any attacker B € AR then B itself can be attacked by an argument
in S . Then it calculates acceptable arguments of AR by determining the maximal
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v3

vl3

vl4

vO

v5

v5
First cycle
Second cycle

vl

Figure 2.9: A graph of generated arguments and their attack relationship
(with respect to set inclusion) subset S of AR such that no two arguments in S attack
each other, and all arguments of S are acceptable to S.
Bench-Capon [(>] has changed the previous definition of acceptable arguments by
taking into account the disagreement among different audiences on the preference
among values that arguments promote. Given a set of values V he defines a set of
audiences sa where each a € sa represents a specific strict order of preferences > a
on the values of V and also a function val which assigns a value of V to a given
argument. Then given a specific audience a he defines an attack of argument B G AR
on argument A G AR successful if val(A) ~fia val(B); therefore, for audience a argument
A G AR which is attacked by argument B 6 AR may be still acceptable with respect
to set S iff the value that audience a gives to A is more than the value which it gives
to B, no matter if B is attacked by any other argument in S.
As instance, consider the previous scenario of argument generation against the
student's argument ARG4. Given that the student and TeachMed has the same
preference among the values as the following:
Ul3 < vu

<Vb<V1

then ARG7 is the only convincing argument because ARG5 is defeated by ARG8,
ARG6 is defeated by ARG7 so ARG7 is the only counterargument that defeats the
student's argument ARG4 and is not defeated by any other counterargument.
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A problem may arise in selection of a convincing argument if more than one
convincing argument is calculated that each one promotes a different preference value.
One solution is to prefer one which promotes the most important value in decision
making. To do so, an attack relationship is considered between counterarguments
that attack the user's assertion.

The attack relationship considered between the

counterarguments ARG5, ARG6 and ARG7 in Figure 2.9 is an example of this case.

2.2.4

Move selector and dialogue manager

An important objective of current work is enabling the ITS to participate in argumentation. So the ITS, like a human tutor, requires some strategies and tactics and
a mechanism to apply them to choose a move (including its type and its content)
when it has to say something. The strategy of selecting a move in different points
of argumentation dialogue depends on many parameters such as profile and goal of
participants, and available resources [1]. For example, a strategy of a participant
with an argumentative profile is to challenge others whenever it is possible [2]. Or
in education, the goal of a tutor is to help the student to solve a problem by its
own effort as much as possible. Accordingly, a Socratic strategy may help students
asking them questions that are expected to make them realize the right steps rather
than providing them with direct explanations. On the other hand, if time is a critical
resource, then explanation is a better strategy than questioning.
Based on an analysis of natural critical discussions, Moore [47] proposes three
levels of strategy selection:
1. maintain or alter focus of discussion;
2. building own point of view or defeating the user's view;
3. adopting method to achieve the objective set at level 1 and 2.
Amgoud and Maudet [l] argue that level 1 is appropriate for complex protocols
which take into account concepts like relevance [58]. Following a similar approach,
we replace level 1 with the profile of participants in an argumentation. Defining the
profile of participants affects the other levels in the move selection.
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At level 2, build and destroy strategies are encoded in the protocol. Building
means making the user accept the argument which shows TeachMed's point of view.
Destroying means making the user withdraw of an argument which indicates her point
of view.
It is also possible to have a strategy that combines built and destroy strategies, for instance by having the user withdraw her arguments which are against
TeachMed's point of view, and then building TeachMed's point of view. Contrary
to the two first levels which include some strategic goals, the third level refers to
domain dependent tactics for achieving strategic goals. At this level, to decide for
TeachMed what to say in argumentation with the user, we use some decision mechanisms to allow the system to decide how to select a move type (from available moves
types according to the protocol) and content of move (from calculated convincing
argument).
2.2.4.1

Decision mechanisms

The argumentation protocol defined in Section 2.2.2 specifies for the system and the
student the permitted move types at various stages of argumentation. For instance,
after rejection of an argument by a participant the counterpart has either to withdraw
the assertion or to challenge this rejection. Given that the system is here a participant,
then it needs some mechanisms to choose a move type among available move types
defined by the protocol component and a move content from the convincing argument
computed by the convincing argument generator component. For this aim, we define
some decision mechanisms that enable the system to use the protocol to have a
persuasive dialogue with the student both as proponent and opponent of an assertion.
Here, the proponent is a participant who has asserted an argument and the opponent
is the counterpart.
For definition of these decision mechanisms we have adopted similar presentation
used by [ 11] for using a protocol to model a specific type of dialogue called negotiation
dialogue between a consumer and a seller. This approach of modeling the decision
mechanisms in line with the protocol will help us to define some operational semantics
of the protocol in a systematic way.
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2.2.4.1.1

P r o p o n e n t decision m e c h a n i s m s

Decision model of the proponent

includes 14 decision mechanisms. These decision mechanisms allow the system as
proponent uses the protocol to solve its conflict with the student:
• P i : a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to decide to participate in
a persuasion dialogue with the opponent concerning the argument a. Here, the
single possible outcome is agreeTo Persuade (a).
P2: a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to recognize the sign of
the conclusion of the argument a. The outcome is positiveArg if conclusion of
a is positive; otherwise it is negatweArg.
• P 3 : a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to end a persuasion dialogue on the argument a. Here, the single possible outcome is cease(a).
• P4: a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to react to termination
of a persuasive dialogue initiated by the opponent. Here, the single possible
outcome is cease(a).
• P5: a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to decide whether to ask
of the opponent for a convincing reason for the rejection or to withdraw its
assertion. The two possible outcomes are challengeReject(a) and withdraw (a).
• Pe: a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to decide to participate in
a quiz dialogue with the opponent concerning the argument a. Here, the single
outcome

is

ready Quizzed (a).
• P7: a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to decide how to answer
a quiz posed by the opponent concerning the argument a. It has two possible
outcomes: positweAnswer

and negative Answer.

• P»: a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to decide how to react
to ending a quiz dialogue initiated by the opponent. Here, the single possible
outcome is cease(a) where a is the argument that was quized.
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• P 9 : a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to decide whether to make
another diagnostic action (or assertion). The two possible outcomes are diagnostic Action (a) where a is an argument resulted from the assertion and noDiagno she Action.
• Pio: a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to decide to participate
in a clinical reasoning session dialogue with the opponent. Here, the single
possible outcome is startSession(virtualPatient)

where virtualPatient

indicates

the selected virtual patient.
• P n : a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to decide whether to
continue clinical reasoning session dialogue. This mechanism has two possible
outcomes: contmueSession(virtualPatient)

and

leaveSession(virtualPatient).

• P12: a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to decide whether to
deliver some information to the opponent. Here, we assume that the proponent
is willing to do so. Thus, the single value agreeSendInfo(9) is the outcome of
this decision mechanism.
• P13: a decision mechanism that allows the proponent to decide how to reply
to a question posed by the opponent on the argument a. It has two possible
outcomes: hasInfo(a) and

noInfo(a).

• P14 a mechanism that allows the proponent to decide to terminate a dialogue
of type information-seeking. Here, a single possible outcome cease (9) indicates
ending information-seeking dialogue on argument 9.
2.2.4.1.2

O p p o n e n t decision m e c h a n i s m s

Decision model of the opponent

includes 17 decision mechanisms. These decision mechanisms allow the system as
opponent uses the protocol to solve its conflict with the student:
• O i : a mechanism that allows the opponents to engage in a persuasion dialogue with the proponent concerning the argument a. Here, the single possible
outcome is

startPersuasion(a).
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02,4: these decision mechanisms allow the opponent to make decisions similar
to those that P^ to P4 allow the proponent to make.
• O5: a mechanism that allows the opponent to decide how to react to an asserted
argument by the proponent. If it requires more information to be justified then
the outcome is needMorelnfo (9), but if a conflict was found then the outcome
is hasCounterArg. Otherwise, the outcome is noCounterArg.
• O e : a mechanism that allows the opponent to decide whether a convincing argument exists by searching its knowledge base. The outcomes is
gArg((3) if it finds a convincing argument /? otherwise it is

hasConvmcm-

noConvmcmgArg.

• O7: a mechanism that allows the opponent to decide how to represent a convincing argument. This mechanism has two possible outcomes: first, builtStrategy
that allows the opponent to present some information about the premises and
the conclusion of the convincing argument; second, destroy Strategy that allows
the opponent to quiz the proponent on some premises of the argument and then
asserts the conclusion of the convincing argument.
• 0 » : a mechanism that allows the opponent to decide whether to quiz the proponent of the premise 9 of a convincing argument. It will, if the outcome is
noCommit(9)

that means the proponent has not committed to the premise 9.

And it will not, if the outcome is allCommitted that means the proponent has
committed to all premises of the argument.
• Og: a mechanism that allows the opponents to decide to engage in a quiz dialogue with the proponent on an argument 9. Here, the single possible outcome
is getQuiz(9).
• O10.: a mechanism that allows the opponent to decide to quiz the proponent
concerning the argument 9. Here, the single possible outcome is doQuiz(9).
• O n : allows the opponent to decide to terminate a dialogue of type quiz. Here,
the single possible outcome is cease(9).
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• O12: a mechanism that allows the opponent to decide to engage in a clinical reasoning session dialogue with the proponent. Here, the single possible outcome
is agreeStartSession (virtualPatient) where virtualPatient indicates the selected
virtual patient.
• O13: a mechanism that allows the opponent to decide to termination a clinical
reasoning session dialogue initiated by the proponent. Here, the single possible
outcome is agreeEndSession (virtualPatient)

where virtualPatient indicates the

selected virtual patient.
• O i 4 : a mechanism that allows the opponents to decide to start an informationseeking dialogue dialogue with the proponent on argument 9. Here, the single
possible outcome is getInfo(9).
• O15: a mechanism that allows the opponents to decide to question the proponent on an argument 9. Here, the single possible outcome is poseQuestion(9).
• Oi6: a mechanism that allows the opponent to decide how to react to a reply by the proponent to a question. The mechanism has two possible outcomes:
satisfied(9) if the opponent is satisfied with the provided information, and needMoreInfo(9) if the opponent still needs more information to be satisfied.
• O17: a mechanism that allows the opponent to react to termination of a dialogue
of type information-seeking initiated by the proponent. Here the single possible
outcome is cease(9).
2.2.4.1.3

B a c k t r a c k i n g decision m e c h a n i s m s

In addition, some decision mech-

anisms are used for dialogue management purpose such as determining the type of
a dialogue or to control backtracking that is necessitated after a child and parent
dialogue with the student terminates:
• B T i : a decision mechanism that allows to determine the type of a parent
dialogue of a terminated persuasion dialogue. It has three possible outcomes:
session, persuasion and quiz.
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B T 2 : a decision mechanism that allows to determine the type of a parent dialogue of a terminated quiz dialogue. The single possible outcome is persuasion.
• B T 3 : a decision mechanism that allows to determine whether a child dialogue
of type persuasion embedded in a parent dialogue of the same type has been
successful. The outcome is successful if the opponent of the child dialogue has
accepted the assertion. Otherwise, the outcome is unsuccessful.
• B T 4 : a decision mechanism that allows to determine whether the proponent
of an assertion has passed a quiz. The outcome is passed if the proponent has
committed to the correct answer. Otherwise, the outcome is notPassed.
• B T 5 : this decision mechanism allows to decide to end a parent dialogue of the
type quiz when its child dialogue of the type persuasion terminates. Here, the
single possible outcome is endQuiz.
• B T 6 : a mechanism that allows the system to determine the type of parent dialogue of the terminated Information-Seeking dialogue. As the protocol diagram
shows it has two possible outcomes: persuasion and Info-Seeking.
• BT7: this decision mechanism concerns the necessity of backtracking where a
child dialogue of type information-seeking embedded in a parent dialogue of the
same type terminates. Such dialogue embedding happens when the opponent
needs more information concerning the replied argument to posed question by
the opponent. It has two possible outcomes: satisfied and unsatisfied.

The

outcome is satisfied if the child dialogue has terminated successfully then the
parent dialogue should end successfully too. Otherwise the outcome is unsatisfied if the child dialogue terminate unsuccessful then the parent persuasion
dialogue is unsuccessful too.
2.2.4.2

O p e r a t i o n a l semantics

Here we define operational semantics as an approach to use the argumentation framework as a computational model to solve the conflict with the user in a persuasive dia-
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logue by integrating the decision mechanisms, the language component, the protocol
component, and the convincing argument generator component.
The operational semantics takes as input one state of mechanism and then produces as an output another state of mechanism as a result of applying the effect of a
played move. Each (input or output) state is described by three elements:
1. a participant as a decision maker,
2. a decision mechanism,
3. and an output resulted of executing the decision mechanism if any specific
output exists.
We use the formula [ap/aa, decision mechanism, output] to present each state of
the operational semantics where ap stands for a participant playing the proponent role
and aQ for a participant playing the opponent role. Participants of an input and output
state can be the same. Such transitions represent internal decision mechanisms that
a participant might use to make a decision. In contrast, there are input and output
states with different participants. Transitions between these states are associated
with a move correspond to the move of a matched target state of the protocol.
Appendix A describes the operational semantics by elaborating details of some
transition rules. These rules express what decisions should be made to transit from
one state of the protocol to another. For instance, to synchronize the start of a
persuasion dialogue by playing the move M2l the proponent would use the transition
rule 4 in Table A.l. The formula [aa,Oi,startPersuasion(a)]

-4 [ap,Pi,.] of rule 4

specifies this. According to this formula the opponent (a0) would first use the decision
mechanism Oi to initiate a persuasive dialogue with the proponent throught the move
M 2 . When the proponent (ap) receives this move, it will, in turn, initiate its decision
mechanism Pi.

Thereafter, the transition rule 5 is selected where the proponent

indicates its agreement to participate in a persuasive dialogue by playing the move
Mi. In this way, we use the table A.l as a guide for TeachMed to use decision
mechanisms, the language component, the protocol component and the argument
generator component to say something when its turn so and to progress through the
argumentation dialogue to resolve the conflict.
Appendix B show all the transition rules that are used to transit from one state of
the protocol to another, how participants proceed through different stages of various
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dialogue types, the move types played by the participants, decision mechanisms that
are used by them, and finally the output of executing the decision mechanisms.

2.3

Experiment

1. Selecting "pelvic inflammation case".
2. Formulating the hypotheses "urinary infection"'as a probable hypothesis
3. Formulating the hypothesis "STD" as a probable hypothesis
4. Formulating the hypothesis "appendicitis" as a probable hypothesis
5. Selecting the most probable hypothesis "urinary infection" as current working hypothesis
6. Gathering the evidence "abdominal pain" by adding it to the evidence table
7. Making a positive link between the evidence "abdominalpain" and the current working
hypothesis
8. Asking an interview question concerning whether the patient has burning sensation on
urination
9. Gathering the evidence "do notfeel burning sensation" from the patient reply by adding it
to the evidence table
10. Making a negative link between the evidence "do notfeelburning sensation"and the
current working hypothesis
11. Asking an interview question concerning whether the patient has a sexual partner
Figure 2.10: List of actions performed by the student
Consider a scenario of the student's interaction shown in the Figures 1.1 and 1.2.
Figure 2.10 shows a list of actions performed by the student in this scenario from
selecting the pelvic inflammation case to where she makes a mistake by asking an
interview question of patient about having a sexual partner. Figure 2.11 depicts a
trace of the internal inferences behind the argumentation process of these actions.
The influence diagram is the one that was partially presented in the Figure 1.5 and is
the same as in [36] for the case which covers abdominal pains. The player of the action
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Step

transition Rules

Action Communication Mc

Dialogues Stage

1
2

1

OPEN-P(user, tutor, pelwicjilld»niMlJun_ case} 1
OPGN-Oftutor, user, pehnc_nflarnmatian_ case} 2

1
1

CRS1
CRS1

3
4
5
6
7
8

2

ASSEKT§{user, tutor, AKG1)

1

CRS2

2
2

OOSE-O (tutor, userpersuasian)

3
4
5
8
21
22

CRS3,PS1
PS1
PS2.PS5
PS6
PS6

57

11

ASSem-(user, tutor. ARG21

28.39.3

1

OPEN-0(tutor, user, persuasion)
OPEN-P(user, tutor, persuasion)
ACCEPT(tutor, user, ARG1)
CLOSE-P (user, tutor, persuasion}

2
2
2

CRS2

Figure 2.11: Argumentative process of medical diagnostic actions in Figure 2.10
(second column) is the player of the communication move. The communication moves
and their content (third column) are those discussed in Section 2.2.1. Arguments
exchanged using the moves are those indicated in the Figures 2.9 and 2.7.

The

transition rules (fourth column) are those explained in Appendix A. The fifth column
shows the sequence number of the generated dialogues. The final column displays the
dialogue stages described in Section 2.2.2.
Let us explain the argumentation process presented in Figure 2.11. As steps 1
and 2 of Figure 2.11 indicate, selection of pelvic inflammation case (first action in
Figure 2.10) is matched with transition rules 1 and 2 that synchronize the start of a
dialogue of the type clinical reasoning session (number 1) between the student and
TeachMed via the move O P E N . Then as Step 3 shows, the second student's action
for formulating the hypotheses urinary infection as an initial diagnosis is considered
as an assertion. The argument ARG1 (in Figure 2.7) presents details of the instantiated argument from this assertion. According to the matched transition rule 3, this
assertion has led to initiation of the persuasive dialogue number 2. Based on the persuasive dialouge diagram and after synchronization stage (steps 4 and 5), TeachMed
has to decide among three choices: accept the assertion (via a transition to the state
ACCEPT),

reject the assertion (via a transition to the state REJECT of the PS2 dia-

gram), or to ask for more information regarding the assertion (via a transition to the
information-seeking diagram). As it does not find any (conflict or) counterargument
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against the student move so the transition rule 8 is matched, and (as Step 6 shows)
TeachMed agreed with the student's assertion. Note that, to provide a natural problem solving interaction for the student, TeachMed remains silent when it accepts the
student's diagnostic action.
The actions number 3 to 10 in Figure 2 10 have similar trace of argumentation
process to the one in step 3 has, so due to space limit details of these steps (9 to 56)
were not shown in Figure 2.11.
Step 57 (in Figure 2.11), shows the assertion built from the last student's action in
figure 2.10 that is asking an interview question about whether the patient has a sexual
partner. The argument ARG2 in Figure 2.7 shows the instantiated argument from
this diagnostic action. Here, TeachMed notices inconsistencies between this diagnostic
action and the current working hypothesis. This matches the counterargument ARG3
(in Figure 2.7) generated from the rule 1 (in Figure 2.6). The counterargument ARG3
spawns further argumentation with the student to settle the disagreement. Figure 2.12
presents the utterances exchanged in argumentation between them and Figure 2.13
depicts a trace of the internal inferences behind these utterances.
Let us explain the argumentation process presented in Figure 2.13. After initiation
of the persuasive dialogue (number 11 in Figure 2.13) for the student's assertion
(steps 58 and 59 in Figure 2.13), the transition rule 6 matches, so that among three
permitted choices (accepting the assertion, rejecting the assertion, or gathering more
information about the assertion) TeachMed chooses to reject the student's assertion
(Step 60). In response, according to choices offered by the PS2 diagram the student
has to choose among two moves WITHDRAW and CHALLENGE. As the screen-shot
of the argumentation window in Figure 2.14 shows, permitted moves are provided to
the student through a menu selection. Moreover, if withdraw is the only permitted
move for the student, to have more natural dialogue it is automatically played by the
system without any utterance being displayed on the argumentation window.
All through steps 58 to 105 , the matched counterarguments and transition rules
described in Appendix A drove TeachMed towards persuading the student of her
mistake and remedying the situation. More specifically, from step 58 to 67 TeachMed
uses only the persuasive argument ARG3 but after Step 67 it uses also the persuasive
argument ARG7 (in Figure 2.7) generated from the rule 2 (in Figure 2.6). In this
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l.TM Pedagogic: You cannot ask such a question.
2. Student:

Why?

3. TM Pedagogic: There is not a causal relation between Urinary and sexual partner and
you should not ask a question for gathering evidence sexual partner.
4. Student:

I disagree.

5. TM Pedagogic: Why?
6. Student:

I investigate STD.

7. TM Pedagogic: You cannot work on the hypothesis STD.

8. Student:

Why?

9. TM Pedagogic: Did you finish working with current working hypothesis?

10. Student:

Yes.

11. TM Pedagogic: But working with current working hypothesis has not finished yet.

12. Student:

Why?

13. TM Pedagogic: Evidence lateralization of the pain has remained to gather.
14. Student:

i accept that evidence lateralization of the pain has remained to
gather.
15. TM Pedagogic: You should continue working with current working hypothesis as long
as it has not finished.

16. Student:

I accept that i should continue working with current working
hypothesis.

17. Student:

I accept that I should not ask question about sexual partner.

Figure 2.12: Utterances exchanged in argumentation dialogue
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Step
58
59
GO
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

Utterance

1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12
13

14

15

16

17

Communication Move

Transition Rules

Dialogue*t Stage#

OPEN-O (tutor, user, persuasion}
OPEN-P(user, tutor, persuasion)
REJECIttutnr, user, ARG2)
CHAUENGEf user, tutor, ARG2)
ASSECT+(tutor,user, ARG3)

4
5
6
9
12,13,14

11
11
11
11
11

OPEN-Ofuser, tutor, persuasion)
OPEN -Pftutor, user, persuasion)
REJECTTuser, tutor, ARG3)
OUUENGEttutor, user, ARG3)
ASSERT+(user, tutor, ARG4)
OPEN-O (tutor, user, persuasion)
OPEN-P(user, tutor, persuasion)
REJECIt tutor, user, ARG4)
CHAllENGEf user, tutor, AKG4)
OPEN-O(user, tutor, quiz)
OPEN-P (tutor, user, quiz)
OAIIZ(tutor,user, FACT3)
ANSWER+fuser, tutor, -FACT3)
OPEN-O (tutor, user, persuasion)
OPEN-P(user, tutor, persuasion)
REJEC1(tutor, user, -+ACI3)
CHAUENGEfuser, tutor, -FACT3)

4
5
6
9
12,13,14
4
5
6
9
12,16,18,29
30
31
32
4
5
6
9

12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15

ASSERT* (tutor, user, FACT3)
OPEN-0(user, tutor, persuasion)
OPEN-P (tutor, user, persuasion)
ACCEPT(user, tutor, FACT3)
CUOSE-P (tutor, user, persuasion}
CLOSE-O (user, tutor, persuasion)
WITHDRAWluser, tutor, -FACI3)
CLOSE-O (tutor, user, persuasion)
CLOSE -P(user, tutor, persuasion)
CL06E-O (tutor, user, quiz)
CL06E-P (user, tutor, quiz]
ASSERT* (tutor, user, ARG7)
OPEN-O(user, tutor, persuasion)
OPEN-P (tutor, user, persuasion)
AOCEPT(user, tutor, ARG7]
CUOSE-P (tutor, user, persuasion)
CLDSE-Ohjser, tutor, persuasion)
WntSRAW(user, tutor, ARG4)
CLOSE-O (tutor, user, persuasion}
CLOSE -P(user, tutor, persuasion)
AGCEPT(user, tutor, ARG3)
CLOSE-P (tutor, user, persuasion)
CLOSE-O(user, tutor, persuasion)
WlTHDRAW(user, tutor, ARG2)
CLOSE-O (tutor, user, persuasion)
CLOSE-Pfuser. tutor, persuasion)

12,13,14
4
5
8
21
22
23,24,10
19
20
26,27,34
35
36,38,12,16,17,14
4
5
8
21
22
23,24,10
19
20
23,25,11
21
22
23,24,10
19
20

15
16
16
16
16
16
13
13
13
14
14
11
17
17
17
17
17
13
13
13
12
12
12
11
11
11
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Argumentative Dis;ogue

Select one of the following options
j l)Challenge rejection made by TeachMed
2)Withdraw your daim

TeachMed: You cannot ask such a question.

•» am.vi A- M*aiX&Uiaai$to.ti, u w j J>i~ &mimilmmM£mk-^m&k3MmMSi

Figure 2.14: Screen-shots of the argumentation window when a conflict arises

5

gue

TeachMed: You cannot ask such a question.
Student: Why?
<
TeachMed: There is not a causal relation between the
j
hypothesis urinary infection and evidence sexual partner
and you should not ask a question for gathering
evidence sexual partner.
1
Student: I disagree.
leachMed: Why?
]
Student: I investigate STD.
leachMed: You cannot work on the hypothesis STD.
Student: Why?
TeachMed: Did you finish working with current working
hypothesis?
Sludent: Yes.
leachMed: But working with current working hypothesis
has not finished yet.
•Student: Why?
TeachMed: Evidence lateralization of the pain has
remained to gather.
Student: I accept that evidence lateralization of the pain
has remained to gather.
TeachMed: you should continue working with current
working hypothesis as long as it has not finished.
Student: I accept that I should continue working with
current working hypothesis.
Student: I accept that i should not ask question about
sexual partner.

Select one of the following options:
Conflict resolved I
Press here to close the
Argumentation Window

Figure 2.15: Screen-shots of the argumentation window when the conflict is resolved
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example, as the screen-shot of the argumentation window in Figure 2.15 shows, the
student ends up accepting that she had committed a mistake and switched back to
the urinary infection.

2.4

Discussion

In the following sub-sections we first discuss about the related works and then about
the capability of our approach for managing argumentation dialogues.

2.4.1

Related works

Generally speaking, dialogue managing using a computer is a challenging problem
for many applications [2 5, 5-5] and if the dialogue has to be persuasive then the level
of complexity increases. Because as explained in this work, a language element and
a protocol element is required that takes into account the convincing requirement
related to the structure of the dialogue. These two elements that together are called
dialogue game define interactions between two participants where each one can make
a move by making some utterance according to the language element, and according
to rules defined by the protocol elements. For instance, in a persuasive dialogue
between the system and the user, if the system has defeated the user's argument that
she has expressed in favor of her point of view, but she still has another argument
that she thinks is strong enough to defend her thesis, then the structure of dialogue
must allow her to return back to an earlier point of dialogue and state an alternative
argument ["59].
Dialogue games have been studied as an effective way for modeling the user interaction with the computers [7, 12] and it has been implemented for many argumentation
dialogue systems [26, 40, 7, f>4]. These systems provide a mediator between human
users to support them to engage in discussion with each other in domains consisting
of multiple, conflicting viewpoints. In contrast to our approach that the system itself participates in argumentation dialogue with the user, the main function of these
systems is to enforce the rules of the dialogue game.
Another complexity is related to the necessity of computing a convincing argument
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for the computer when it has to say something to the user. A significant body of
research has focused on this problem and varieties of AI techniques have been applied
to address it. Similar to our approach, some works have used argument templates
for this purpose [85, 52, &l]. For instance, Shankar et al.[H6] presented an approach
to render the knowledge involved in decision making for finding a solution in form
of a well known argument structure defined by Toulmin [75] to enable the system to
convince the user regarding its decision or solution when the user asks for explanation.
However, in contrast to our approach this work does not take into account convincing
requirement of arguments with respect to the type of conflict in process of computing
the convincing argument.
In our approach argument presentation and convincing argument generation is
based on a Walton's template for presumptive reasoning. This is somehow similar to
approach of decision making by Atkinson et al. [1]. The main differences is that they
use Walton's template as a way to model a presumptive solution for decision making
but we use Walton's template to instantiate user actions and utterances as some
arguments to model interaction between the user and the system as argumentation.
Also they use test questions to verify and enhance the presumptive solution and to
reach a decision but we use test questions as a way to evaluate user actions and
utterance during interaction and to generate counterargument by taking into account
the information of user model and expert knowledge.
Existing approaches which consider persuasive requirements differ both in the
AI technique which they use and the type of conflict which they address w.r.t our
approach. Work by Zukerman et al. [90] uses a probabilistic model of user belief
to compute a convincing argument when the conflict is due to the user's missing of
some step in chain of reasoning. In work by [ 13] authors have presented an approach
for computing persuasive argument according to the user preferences by integrating
a specific argumentation framework which reasons on information in the form of
defeasible and strict rules in a declarative manner. Presenting information of user
preferences in form of some rules makes this approach very complex to compute a
persuasive argument when the order on preferences is important. Work by Grasso
et al. [29] addresses the problem of solving conflicts which are due to the difference
on values. But in contrast to our approach which computes a convincing argument
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by using argumentation techniques to promote values that the user holds they use
a specific knowledge representation language to reason on values and to compute an
argument which promotes the values that the system holds.
In some domains that emotion plays important role like domain of healthy eating, rational or cognitive modes of persuasion are distinguished from the irrational or
emotional ones [15, !•'{]. In these works, in contrast to our approach that persuasion
is derived from the user's commitments, persuasion is defined as a change in a probabilistic model of users beliefs' or mental state such that the users intend to do the
required action.
The idea of seeing the entire interaction between a system and a user (not just
verbal utterances) as an argumentation is not unique. It is used for example in REACT, a DSS for medical care planning [2 I]. Also it is used in ASK-IT a DSS that
supports users having different types and combinations of impairments. ASK-IT is
constituted of several agents, each an expert on a different impairment. In this application, the argumentation framework defines a principled interaction between these
agents that engage in argumentation to obtain and agree on a consistent conclusion
corresponding the user's need [ J8]. In Semantic Web domain this idea was applied for
decision making that requires reasoning enabled by machine-understandable format
and semantically rich information [71, 34]. In these applications, the interactions
between Semantic Web services for information exchange is considered as argumentation dialogue and the argumentation framework is to support dialogic argument
exchange between them. A decision making agent that can understand the Semantic
Web can reason on them and provide justified solution for some problems and the
users can argue with and, possibly, eventually understand and accept. In compare to
our argumentation framework that uses a dialogue game and an argument template
resulted from the study of informal logic, in all these approaches the argumentation
process is considered as a specific case of some logical frameworks.
Appendix C provides more scenarios of experiments done with argumentative
TeachMed. These scenarios exhibit how the argumentative dialogues take places in
various situations.
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2.4.2

Capability for managing argumentation dialogues

Here we discuss the capability of the presented argumentation framework for managing the argumentation dialogue between TeachMed and the user according to with
respect to some criteria that exist in the literatures particularly w.r.t the four criteria
proposed by Moore [ 17] and Walton [7^] namely robustness, equality, argument flow
and coverage of issues.
Robustness criterion is about whether all dialogue situations are appropriately
covered and particularly there is no situation that has not been considered in the
approach. Since in our approach conflict between the system and the user is expressed
in terms of the preference values that are assigned to the arguments, then given that
these preference values express all conflict situations that may occur, the approach is
able to cover all situations that require argumentation.
Equality criterion evaluates whether both participants in argumentation are equal
in finding the opportunity to defend their point of view in argumentation. According
to our definition of the protocol in section 2.2.2 our approach has no restriction or
assumption on the system or the user in defending their point of views.
Argument flow criterion evaluates whether arguments put forwarded by the participants during dialogue are related to the previous argument of their counterpart.
In the current prototype, the user entries including the move type and the content of
moves are provided by some menus. As mentioned before, available move types are
from permitted moves defined by the protocol. The contents of moves are restricted to
some arguments that are calculated dynamically by some mechanisms defined by the
system designer for predicted scenarios of possible argumentation dialogue. Therefore, argumentation flow is always kept. But for the system, as explained, some
decision mechanisms in line with the protocol decide what to say when its turn to
say something. These decision mechanisms take into account the current state of dialogue that includes: previous user's move, state of the commitment store, state of the
dialogue history and information of the expert knowledge. Also when a backtracking occurs, due to ending a child dialogue,,backtracking rules guarantee continuing
argumentation dialogue from a point where it was interrupted in the parent dialogue.
Coverage of issues concerns whether the way that argumentation dialogue is unfolded achieves the goal of the application. For example, here in our application the
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aim of arguing with the student is to help her to solve the problem. These are some
pedagogical goals and we described before how they are achieved through modular
design of move selection strategies in three layers. Although strategies are application dependent but such modular design can be adapted for any other application by
applying the required changes in these three layers.

2.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we presented an approach for the generation of persuasive dialogues
between a student and a tutoring system for medical diagnosis. We explained how
we model the whole interaction between the student and the system as argumentation using a dialogue game (the language component and protocol component).
Furthermore, we explained how we generate counterarguments against the student's
argument and choose a convincing argument among them to be used by the system
when its turn to say something in response to the student's argument (convincing
argument generation component). To integrate all these capabilities as a computational model for the system to enable it to proceed in argumentation dialogue with
the student to resolve a conflict we provided the-operational semantics (move selector
and dialogue manager component).
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Chapter 3
Adaptive tutorial dialogue generation
in a tutoring system for medical
diagnosis
Adaptive dialogues constitute an important aspect of intelligent capabilities in the
interactions between a computer and a user, for many applications [39, 73, 31]. Such
dialogues typically involve some of the user's characteristics in the process of the
dialogue design including vocabulary [17], emotion [46, 25, 55], skill [39, ]2], knowledge [39, 73, 33], preferences [72], performance [18] and physical context [51].
Adaptive dialogues with respect to the user's knowledge is the focus of this chapter.
These dialogues are particularly important for intelligent tutoring systems (ITS).
Dialogues can be involved to guide a student solve a particular problem, to help her
recover from a mistake, present her new knowledge, or provide any other kind of
feedback [22, 77, 70].
Since such dialogues depend on the current learning situation (e.g., the current
step in a problem solving process), the interactions that have to take place between
the student and the system during the dialogue cannot be exhaustively specified offline. Most current applications involve only partial dialogues that cover some learning
situations identified in advance.
Automated planning has long been presented as a promising technique for automatically generating more adaptive user-computer dialogues [56, 1 1, 11, 21, 89]. The
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basic principle is to model speech acts as actions executed by an agent and dialogues
as plans (i.e., combinations of actions) for achieving some communication goal. That
way, existing planning algorithms can be applied to generated dialogue plans. Despite
the recent development of automated planning algorithms that can deal with uncertainty, plan-based dialogue generation techniques still rely on deterministic planning
systems. They do not take into account uncertainty about the user's knowledge. Uncertainty continues to be handled solely at the level of the global artificial intelligence
(AI) architecture, which invokes the dialogue planner each time the user's reaction is
not as planned for in the dialogue.
It is difficult to anticipate all mistakes a student will make when interacting with
an ITS. We can't predict either the student's responses to queries made by the ITS (for
instance when asking her whether she knows something). If a deterministic planner
is used to plan a dialogue for such situations, it will have to commit to only one
of the possible states of the student's knowledge at the planning time, leaving the
responsibility to the AI engine to replan should the chosen knowledge state at the
planning time happen be wrong when the dialogue is run. Such frequent re-planning
can be a source of inefficiency in managing the interactions between the student and
the ITS.
In this chapter we present a robust planning approach for dynamic generation
of the tutorial dialogues such that their structure is adapted according to the user's
knowledge.

To do so, we model the problem of generating a dialogue as one of

planning with uncertainties about the user's knowledge. That way, the dialogue
planner produces dialogues having a tree-like structure involving conditional branches
on probable states of the user's knowledge. A generated dialogue also involves queries
to the user aimed at gathering information necessary to decide upon the next course
of action in the dialogue plan (e.g., the system may have to ask questions to the
student to know what is wrong with her). Our dialogue planner is an application of
the PKS planning algorithm, originally introduced by Bacchus and Petrick [51]. As
stated, our focus is on the structural level of dialogues, and we are not concerned
with speech generation, speech recognition and natural language understanding, even
though we acknowledge the important contribution of these approaches in learning.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we
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explain the motivations underlying this work. Then in section 3.2 we give an overview
of the tutorial dialogue planner, followed by some sub-sections that provide a detailed
description of its main components. Section 2.3 presents a scenario, followed by a
discussion on related works and a conclusion.

3.1

Motivation

As stated before, in the original TeachMed version [35], the dialogue is modelled
explicitly as a finite state machine (FSM); and there are many such dialogues covering
the different kinds of feedback.
The aim of this work is to extend the original TeachMed such that feedback rules
have a postcondition that is communication goal, rather than an FSM dialogue, so
that the actual FSM dialogue is generated online by a planner. This permits more
complex and adaptive dialogues, for which the structure is determined dynamically,
rather than being enforced off-line.
With our new version, there is no necessity to enumerate all possible dialogues.
We only need to specify generic speech acts involved in the different dialogues by
using templates of speech acts (i.e., planning operators), specifying when they are
invoked and what their effects are on the student's belief state. It then becomes the
role of the planner to generate a particular FSM dialogue that is a tree of speech acts
for a given communication goal. This not only reduces costs in specifying medical
diagnosis learning objects, but also makes the system more adaptive.

3.2

Dialogue planner

The dialogue planner applies PKS planning algorithms [51]. At the planning time, the
planner may have incomplete knowledge about the student's belief state (e.g.: What
hypothesis is the student working with? Does the student know that this symptom
can be caused by this particular pathology?). Since the planner is able to reason
about the uncertainty on the student's belief state, it can generate dialogue plans
that include questions to the student, aimed at acquiring necessary information at
the execution time to run the dialogue succesfully. These questions can be seen as
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"sensing actions" made by the ITS. The ITS is an agent executing a dialogue plan
and it senses its environment (the student) by asking questions.
Hence in our context a dialogue FSM is a plan generated by PKS. The input for
generating such a plan is an initial state, a goal, and plan operators. The initial
state contains facts from the student's model and the current solving step that are
relevant; in particular, these include facts that matched the precondition of the rule
that triggers the goal for the dialogue.

3.2.1

Goals

A goal is a disjunctive formula on the student belief state. Predicates express basic
facts about the student's belief state. We use StBel(f, xi,...,

xn) to express the stu-

dent belief. The first argument denotes the kind of the belief and the remaining arguments are objects concerned by the belief. For instance, we use StBel(causes,

U, SP)

to express the fact that the student believed there is causal relationship between urinary infection (U) and having a sexual partner (SP). We also use

StBel(change,U)

to means that student believes he should change his working to urinary infection (i.e.,
he should start asking queries on the virtual patient that will help him confirm or
discard the new working hypothesis).
Thus the goal (not StBel(causes,U,

SP) \ StBel(change,U))

is achieved by an

FSM such that by running it, the final student's belief state will satisfy the formula.
Remember the FSM is triggered because the ITS has noticed that the student has
asked a query not related to the current working hypothesis (urinary infection). So
either the student is wrongly thinking that the query is related to urinary infection, or
he is actually focussing on a new hypothesis (but he forgot to specify the new working
hypothesis in the appropriate window on the ITS interface). A dialogue satisfying
the previous formula will make the student realize which one of the two situations he
should normally be in.

3.2.2

Belief state

PKS planner produces a plan (in this case, a tutorial dialogue plan) by searching a
space of believes. During search, the planner is in a particular belief state. The space
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AskRelationi<hp>. <a>)
Group: Interrogative
Text: Is this <q> related to the hypothesis you
are working with?(Yes/No)
Preconditions:
K(StAsked(questJon,<q>)) &
K(WorkingHP(<hp>}) &
notK(casualRelation(<hp>,<q>}} &
notK(StBel(causes, <hp>, <q>)) &
notK(StHeared(askCauses,<hp>,<q>})
Effects:
add(Kw, StAnswer(askCauses,<hp>,<q>))
add(Kf,Strleared(askCauses,<hp>,<q>))

AskfinishedWhp(<hp>)
Group: Interrogative
Text: Did you finish working with <hp>?(Yes/No)
Preconditions:
K(not StAnswer(askCauses/<hp>,<q>)}&
notK(StHeared(askFin,<hp>)) &
notK(not StBel(finished, <hp>» &
notK(StBel(finished, <hp>})
Effects:
add(Kw, StAnswer(askFin,<hp>))
add(Kf,StHeared(askFin,<hp>})

CommandUpdateWhpf<hp>)
Group: Ordering
Text: Update your Working hypothesis.
Preconditions:
(K(StAnswer(askConfFin,<hp>)) |
K(notStAnswer(askConfFin,<hp>)}) &
K(WorkingHP(<hp>)) &
K(Rnished(<hp>))
Effects:
add(KtStBel(change,<hp>))

AskConffinished(<hp>l
Group: Interrogative
Text: Areyousure?(Yes/No)
Preconditions:
K(StAnswer(askRn,<hp>)) &
notK(StBd(confRn,<hp>)) &
notK(not StBd(confRn,<hp>)} &
notK(StHeared(askConfRn,<hp>})
Effects:
add(Kw^tAnswer(askConfFin,<hp>))
add(KtStHeared(askConfFin,<hp>))

lnformNoRelation(<hp>. <o>l
Group: Explanatory
Text: This <q> is not related to the <hp>
Preconditions:
K(StAnswer(askConfCauses,<hp>,<q>)) &
notK(casualRelarj'on(<hp>,<q>))
Effects:
add(Kf,not StBel(causes,<hp>,<q>))

AskConfRelation(<hp>.<q>i
Group: Interrogative
Text: Are you sure?(Yes/No)
Preconditions:
K(StAnswer(askCauses,<hp>,<q>)) &
notK(StBel(confCauses,<hp>,<q>)) &
notK(not StBel(ConfCauses,<hp>/<q>)) &
notK(StHeared(askConfCauses,<hp>,<q>)}
Effects:
add(Kw<StAnswer(askConfCauses,<hp>,<q>)}
add(Kf,StHeared(askConfCauses,<hp>,<q>)}

Figure 3.1: Brief description of s

acts used in dialogue plan generation.
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is explored by applying templates of speech acts to generate successors of the current
belief state in forward chaining process. One of the interesting features of PKS is
that each belief state is partitioned into four sets, allowing to make efficient logic
inference during the search for a plan [5 i]. Two of these components are relevant for
our application:
• A set of known facts (Kf), that is, the set of facts for which the planner knows
the truth at the planning time in the current state.
• A set of knowable facts (K w ), that is, the set of facts for which the planner does
not know the truth at the planning time, but for which it has planned sensing
actions that will determine the truth at the run time.
For our application, known facts are facts in the initial state and thereafter facts
that are entailed by explanatory and ordering speech acts
StAsked(Question,

SP) and WorkmgHP(U)

For instance, initially

are in Kf if the student has asked a

question about the sexual-partner evidence and working hypothesis is urinary infection. If at planning time, the planner applies a planning operator that models an
order instructing the student to do something (e.g., change your working hypothesis)
the effect of it will be an update on Kf. Knowable facts are facts entailed by interrogative speech acts. For instance, if the planner applies an operator modelling a query
to the student (e.g., asking the student whether he has finished working with Urinary
hypothesis), the effect is an update on the K w component of the successor state to
reflect that the student's answer (yes or no) will be known at the run time when the
query action is actually executed.

3.2.3

Planning operators

Display states in the FSM correspond to speech acts. To generate them, the planner
requires as input planning operators that specify templates of speech acts. Each
planning operator describes the situation in which a type of speech act is appropriate
(i.e, the precondition of the planning operator) and its effect on the current state.
There are three types of speech acts:
• Explanatory speech acts display an explanation to student.
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• Ordering speech acts give orders to the student about the next step in the
clinical problem solving.
• Interrogative speech acts ask questions to the student.
Explanatory and ordering speech acts are deterministic and always affect only the
Kf component of states. Interrogative speech acts are nondeterministic and affect
both Kf and K w state components. Nondeterminism here accounts for the possible
answers by the students for a question represented by the interrogative speech act.
This nondeterminism induces a conditional branch in the dialogue plan structure.
Figure 3.1 illustrates a simple planning operators. PKS uses the logic modal
operator K to express the planner's knowledge about something. For any first-order
formula, K(<j>) means that the planner knows 4>. Symbols between braces (< >) are to
be interpreted as template placeholders (or predicate variables). A planning operator
is applied to a state by replacing the variables with values that make the operator's
precondition true in the current state. Each substitution gives an action (that is, a
fully instantiated planning operator), which creates a successor of the current state by
applying its effects. The effects column describes the updates made by the application
of the operator to a current state. The add keyword in the effects means that the
effect is added to the indicated state component. The text column shows the text
that is displayed when the speech act is executed.

3.2.4

Planning algorithm

PKS planning algorithm is shown in Table 3.1. Its inputs are: an initial belief state
(s); an empty plan (p ); and a communicative goal (g). The conditional if statement
on line 4 and its nested statement (lines 5 to 9) is similar to forward-search algorithm.
The if statement on line 4 checks the K w state component for an entry; if one exist
(say o>) it is removed from K w (i.e, PICK statement, line 5) and then two new belief
states Si and s2 are created from the current state s by adding a and ->a (i.e.,
BRANCH statement, 6); then (through lines 7 to 9) two recursive invocations of the
algorithm take place. If the goal holds in all the created branches by the recursive
calls, then after returning to the top-level invocation of the algorithm the nested list p
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1. begin DP(s,p,g)
2.
loop
3.
if G O A L S A T I S F I E D ( S , 3 ) then return p
4.
if Kw ^ 0 then
5.
PlCK(a) : a € Kw
6.
BRANCH
(s,a,si,s2)
7.
C:={BP(si,<b,g),DP(s2,fb,g)}
8.
if failure € C then return failure
9.
else return p, C
10.
applicable <- {A | PRECONDSSATISFIED(^4, s)}
11.
if applicable = 0 then return failure
12.
PlCK(A) : A € appicable
13.

s <- A P P L Y E F F E C T S ( T 4 , S)

14.
15. end

p <r- p, A
Table 3.1: Dialogue planner algorithm

is returned as the solution plan, otherwise a failure is returned. A correctness proof
of this algorithm can be found in [5 1].

3.3

Scenario

Figure 3.2 shows a portion of the plan generated from: an initial state whose Kf
component is {StAsked(question,SP),

WorkmgHP(U),

Fmished(U)}

(the later

fact is one of the facts that shows the planner knowledge about the problem and means
that planner knows urinary infection has finished, we ignored the other facts of initial
state that are not relevant to our example) and the other component K w is empty; the
goal is (not StBel(causes,U,SP)

| StBel(change,U));

and the planning operators

are in Figure 3.1. Nodes in the plan of Figure 3.2 correspond to instantiations of
planning operators. Transitions correspond to conditional branches spawned by the
update of K w components. One obtains the dialogue in Figure 1 6 of Chapter 1 from
the previous plan by replacing the action in nodes by corresponding message texts
as given in the description of planning operators (Figure 3.1). This dialogue was
produced in 1 second on a Pentium 1.8 GHZ.
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AskRelatk)fi(U,SP)

No
r

No
AskConfflelatfofi(U,SP)

Yes''
*

\

No

AskFinishedWhp(U)

Yes

AskConfFinished(U)

Yes

No

<•

A

CommandUpdateWhp(U)

Figure 3.2: A part of the tree structure representation of generated dialogue plan

3.4

Related works and conclusion

Regardless of domain application, adaptive dialogue generation approaches are based
on either non-planning or planning techniques of artificial intelligent. In the former
approaches usually a stereotype of user model is used. In this approach of user modeling, users are assigned to some predefined groups with a specific level of knowledge.
Then the dialogue is adapted w.r.t the knowledge level of that group [39, 73, 33].
These approaches are mainly applied for information retrieval domains in which general information about the users such as their level of knowledge is adequate for
adaptive dialogue generation, but they are not appropriate for domains such as ours
in those a particular fact about the user's knowledge at a specific step of problem
solving is necessary. Also, there are some statistical approaches of adaptive dialogue
generation which can take into account uncertainties about the user's emotion [55].
However, these approaches are appropriate for domains that enough existing dialogue
date is available for training the statistical model.
Existing planning approaches are based on deterministic dialogue planners that
handle the uncertainty about the user's knowledge by replanning [21, 57, 39]. Our
conclusion is that this work is a significant shift from these works that using a nondeterministic approach is able to take into account uncertainties about the user's
knowledge at the planning time to generate more adaptive dialogues with less cost
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by avoidance of inefficiencies that are necessitated in replaning.

Chapter 4
Conclusion
This thesis has addressed the problem of dialogue management between a student
and an ITS. Our primary focus has been on tutorial dialogue generation for delivering tutoring feedbacks that help in remediation of student's mistake during problem
solving. We have claimed that such feedbacks are more effective if the student can
be convinced of the rational behind tutoring feedbacks and/or they can be adapted
with respect to the student's knowledge. In particular, we identified that in existing planning techniques as the most advanced approach for dialogue generation the
requirement for the ITS to persuade the student is not formally acknowledged. Moreover, we explained that because these plan-based dialogue generation techniques still
rely on deterministic planning systems so they cannot efficiently adapt the dialogue
plan with respect to the student's knowledge. In the following sections we discuss
about our proposed approaches for addressing these problems.

4.1

Discussion about the proposed argumentation
framework

In chapter 2 we proposed an argumentation framework for persuasive dialogue management between TeachMed and the student. We explained that in this approach
we view the whole interaction between TeachMed and the student as arguments.
Therefore, an action performed by the student is an argument even if the action is
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not actually an utterance intended for TeachMed but is simply a step in diagnosis
process. Errors made by the student are considered as a disagreement and the ITS
intervenes to help the student also by making arguments. We illustrated that the
argumentation framework is composed of four key components. In particular, in definition of the protocol component we took into account explicitly the type of dialogues
and their stages in an argumentation dialogue between TeachMed and the student.
A benefit of such a protocol is ease of portability to other domains else than tutoring.
For instance, our protocol can be easily ported for persuasive dialogue management
in information retrieval domains by excluding the diagram for quiz dialogues.
Another contribution of this work is the presentation of an approach by the third
component for dynamic generation of convincing arguments that enables a computer
to engage in a persuasive dialogue with the human user. In definition of this component, we explained how to use Walton's argumentation theory [^1] to model arguments, challenges to arguments and acceptance of arguments and then to integrate
this theory with the notion of preference among arguments [6], making it possible for
the system to make decisions on the most convincing arguments.
Finally, the current experiment demonstrates the potential of the argumentation
approach in fostering learning by the student, by making her reveal her understanding
of current problem solving step, and leading her to actively search in her knowledge
to generate a convincing argument, reflect upon it, and remedy to a situation.

4.1.1

Limitations and future works

In this approach, the explained scenario works as indicated in described example of
chapter 2. Arguable, the dialogue with the student is still not yet realistic, mainly
because the argument rule base still needs significant fine tunings. In particular, the
utterances made by the students are actually text templates on move choices offered
to him at the current step of the interaction. Refinement of the dialogue transitions
and the utterance templates will contribute to making the dialogues more realistic.
The fact that an assertion made by a student can be challenged, from a pedagogic
point of view, does not mean that ITS should indeed challenge it. It can be very
frustrating for a student to see ITS intervene on every error. Rather, depending on
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pedagogic goals and constraints set by a teacher, the ITS should intervene when a
given number of errors with some level of severity have accumulated. This provides
another area of improvement.

4.2

Discussion about the proposed planning approach

Now we discuss about the planning approach. In the original version of TeachMed the
system designer has to enumerate all possible situations of dialogue flow between system and student in advance and to manually code them. In contrast, in our approach
template of dialogue transitions are specified. Moreover, strategies for instantiating
and sequencing template of utterances are determined dynamically rather than specifying the entire FSM structure. So our approach is able to generate more complex
dialogues that are also more cost-effective.
As explained so far, existing deterministic planning approaches manage the uncertainties about the student's knowledge at the level of global artificial intelligence
architecture by invoking the dialogue planner each time the student's reaction is not
as planned for in the dialogue. In contrast, our planner is able to reason on the uncertain facts about the student's knowledge at the planning time and to plan some
questions to the student to acquire the necessary information at the running time.

4.2.1

Limitations and future works

Our current approach has some limitations that must be addressed in future work.
In this approach is assumed that the student will always accept the system's explanation and possible disagreements that happen in a real and natural tutorial dialogue
between the student and a human tutor are not taken into account. In such cases
the discrepancy between the student's beliefs with ITS must be considered as a conflict and the planner's goal must be finding a dialogue plan to persuade the user in
favor of the ITS points of view. This suggests for integrating the capability of persuasive argumentation of the first approach in the planning approach. To the best
of our knowledge, so far argumentative dialogue generation combined with planning
techniques has only been used for advice generation using a deterministic planning
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algorithm [29]. One future work includes extending the adaptive dialogue planning
approach with capability of persuasive argumentation.
Recent studies have shown increasing interest in regarding the systems as partners
and applying social norms to them such as expressing their feeling to the systems.
This requires the systems to be able to adapt the dialogue with respect to the emotion
of the user [16, 25, 55]. Current work only models the user's confidence. However,
given that more information are available about the user's emotion (for example by
extracting them from an image of the user's face), then our approach could adapt the
generated dialogue plan by including these information in the preconditions of the
speech acts. This is another possible avenue of future work.
Currently speech acts are modeled by planning operators with corresponding
template messages. More natural messages could be displayed by using automatically generated texts rather than templates, by integrating a discourse planning
method [8, II, 50, 8b]. In fact, we view dialogue planning at high level where one is
interested in planning the structure of the dialogues, that is, the turns for the participants in the dialogues. Discourse planning would occur at a lower level of speech acts
(i.e., each speech acts becomes itself the output of a planning or some other automated
generation process). For instance, if a system has different ways of communicating a
message, discourse planning would help determine the best approach.
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Appendix A
Transition rules of operational
semantic
Table A 1 defines the operational semantic of the argumentation framework in terms
of some transition rules. The first column of each row presents the rule number. The
second column defines the formula of a state preceded by a description of it.

Rule

Definition
If the proponent decides (with Pio) to start a clinical reasoning session, then it will indicate
it via the move M I : O P E N

When the opponent receives this move, it will initiate its decision

mechanism Oyi to decide on the next action.
[a p ,Pio, startSession{virtualPatient)\

—£ [a0,Oi2, }

If the opponent decides (with Oi 2 ) to engage in a clinical reasoning session, then it will
indicate it via the move M% O P E N . When the proponent receives this move, it will initiate
its decision mechanism Pg to decide on the next action
[a0, Oi2,agreeStartSession(virtualPatient)]

—? [ap,Pg, }

If the proponent recognizes (with Pg) that it requires to make a diagnosis action, then it
will assert the argument a regarding doing that action via the move M 3 - A S S E R T When the
opponent receives this move, it will initiate its decision mechanism 0\ to decide on the next
action.
[ap,Pg,diagnosticAction(a)\

—? [ a o , 0 i , . ]

Continued on next page
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Table A.l - continued from previous page
Definition

4

If the opponent decides (with 0{) to start a persuasion dialogue on the asserted argument
a, then it will start a persuasive dialogue with the proponent through the M 2 ' O P E N . When
the proponent receives this move, it will initiate its decision mechanism Pi to decide on the
next action
[a0,Oi, startPersuasion(a)]

5

-4 [ a p , P i , ]

If the proponent decides (with Pi) to engage in a persuasion dialogue concernmg the argument a, then it will indicate it via the move M I - O P E N

When the opponent receives this

move, it will initiate its decision mechanism O5
[ap,Pi,agreeToPersuade(a)]
6

-4 [a0,0$, ]

While deciding with O5, if the opponent has a counterargument (3, then it will indicate its
disagreement to the proponent by the move M7 R E J E C T Once an argument is rejected, the
proponent will initiate the decision mechanism P 5 to decide on the next action
[a0,05, hasCounterArg(/3)]

7

—I [ap,Ps, ]

While deciding with O5, if convincing the opponent needs more information concerning an
asserted argument a, then it will initiate its decision mechanism On to get the required
information of the proponent.
[a0,O5,needMoreInfo{6)\-^r[a0,

8

Ou, ]

While deciding with O5, if the opponent does not find any counterargument, then it will
indicate its agreement with the assertion via the move M 5 - A C C E P T

When the proponent

receives this move, it will initiate its decision mechanism P3 to terminate the persuasive
dialogue.
[a0,Os,noCounterArg]
9

-4 [ap,P^, ]

While deciding with P5, if the proponent decides to defend its position in argumentation,
then it will challenge the opponent via the M% CHALLENGE move. Once the opponent is
challenged, it will initiate its decision mechanism Oe to provide a convincing argument in
response
[ap, Pc,,challengeRe]ect(a)\

10

-4 [a0,Oe, ]

While deciding with P5, if the proponent decides to withdraw its position in argumentation,
then it will indicate it via the move Me.WITHDRAW.

Once an assertion is withdrawn, the

opponent will initiate the decision mechanism O3 to cease the persuasive dialogue
[ap,Ps,withdraw(a)]

-4

[a0,03,.]

Continued on next page
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Table A.l - continued from previous page
Definition

11

While deciding with OQ, if the opponent does not find any convincing argument, then it will
indicate its agreement with the assertion through the move M5: A C C E P T Once an assertion
is accepted by the opponent, the proponent will initiate the decision mechanism P3 to cease
the persuasion dialogue
[a0,Oe,noConvmcingArg}

12

-4 [a p ,P3, ]

While deciding with Os, if the opponent finds a convincing argument, then it will initiate
its decision mechanism O7 to decide on how to represent it
[a0,Oe,hasConvincingArg(/3)]

13

-> [ao,0i,

]

While deciding with O7, if the opponent decides to present its convincing argument using
the built strategy, then it will initiate its own decision mechanism O2 to find the sign of the
convincing argument
[a0,Or,bmltStrategy]

14

—> [a0,02, }

While deciding with O2, if the opponent recognizes that the sign of the convincing argument
is positive, then it will express it via the move M 3 - A S S E R T When the proponent receives this
move, it will change its role in argumentation (to the opponent role) and then it will initiate
the decision mechanism 0\ to start a persuasion dialogue regarding the new assertion
[a0,02, positiveArg]

15

-4 [a0,Oi, ]

While deciding with O2, if the opponent recognizes that the sign of the convincing argument
is negative, then it will express it via the move M\- ASSERT When the proponent receives this
move, it will change its role in argumentation (to the opponent role) and then it will initiate
the decision mechanism 0\ to start a persuasion dialogue regarding the new assertion.
[a0,02, negative Arg] -4 [ao,0i,

16

]

While deciding with O7, if the opponent decides to present its convincing argument using
the destroy strategy, then it will initiate its decision mechanism Os to find out whether a
premise of this argument exists that the proponent has not committed to it yet
[a0,07, destroy Strategy]

17

—> [ao,0s, ]

While deciding with Os, if the opponent does not find any premise, then it will initiate its
own decision mechanism O2 to find the sign of the convincing argument
[a0,Os,allCommitted]

18

—> [ao,02, ]

While deciding with Os, if the opponent finds a premise 6, then it will initiate its decision
mechanism Og to quiz the proponent on this premise.
[aOJ Os,noCommit{9)]-*[ao,

Og,.]

Continued on next page
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Table A.l - continued from previous page
Definition

19

When the opponent's decision mechanism O3 is initiated, it indicates its willing to cease the
persuasive dialogue by the move M I S I C L O S E At this time the persuasion dialogue has been
completed Consequently the proponent will initiate its decision mechanism P 4 to decide on
the next action
[ao,03,cease(a)]

20

-4 5 [ap,p4, ]

When the proponent's decision mechanism P4 is initiated, it indicates its agreement to cease
the persuasion dialogue by the move Mu CLOSE. At this time, the persuasive dialogue
has been completed, so the system initiates its decision mechanism BT\ to find the type of
parent dialogue
[ap,Pi,cease(ctj]

21

-4 4 [system, BT\, ]

If the proponent decides (via P3) to end a persuasive dialogue, then it will show it via
the move M I 4 ' C L O S E

Once received by the opponent, in turn, it will initiate its decision

mechanism O4 to decide on the next action
[ap,P3,cease{a)]
22

-4 4 [ao,04, ]

When the opponent's decision mechanism O4 is initiated, it indicates its agreement to cease
the persuasive dialogue via the move M I S - C L O S E

At this time, the persuasive dialogue

has been completed, so the system initiates its decision mechanism BT\ to find the type of
parent dialogue
[a0,04,cease(a)]
23

-4 5 [system,BT\,

]

If the system finds (with BT\) that the parent dialogue is of the type persuasion, then it
initiates its decision mechanism BT3 to decide on the next state of the parent dialogue.
[system, BTi, per suasion] —> [system, BT3, ]

24

If the system finds (with BT3) that the opponent of the parent dialogue has successfully
rejected the proponent's assertion, then it returns back the proponent to the stage PS2 of
the parent dialogue to choose a move else than the move CHALLENGE Once an argument is
successfully rejected by the opponent, the proponent will initiate its decision mechanism P5
to decide on the next move.
[system,BT3,successful]

25

-¥ [ a p , P 5 ( ^

challenge),.]

If the system finds (with BT3) that the opponent of the parent dialogue has not succeeded
to justify the rejection, then it returns back the opponent to its earlier choice after the
proponent's challenge and it is given another chance to select a move as a reaction to the
proponent's challenge

So the opponent will initiates its decision mechanism 0% to decide

on the next move
[system,BT3,unsuccessful]

—> [a0,Oe,-]

Continued on next page
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Definition

26

If the system finds (with BT\) that parent dialogue is of type quiz, then it wdl initiates its
decision mechanism BT$ to find out what is the next state of the parent dialogue.
[system, BTi, quiz] —» [system, BT5, ]

27

If the system finds (with BT5) that the quiz dialogue must end, then the turn is given to
the opponent of the quiz dialogue and it will initiate its decision mechanism On to decide
on the next action.
[system, BT$, endQuiz] —>• [a0, On,.]

28

If the system finds (with BT\) that the current dialogue is the clinical reasoning session
dialogue, then the turn is given to the proponent of this dialogue and it will initiate its
decision mechanism P n to decide on the next action.
[system, BTi, session] —> [o p ,Pn, ]

29

If the opponent decides (with Og) to start a quiz dialogue concerning the premise 9, then
it will indicate it via the move M 2 - O P E N When the proponent receives this move, it will
initiate its decision mechanism P 6 to decide on the next action
[ap, Og, getQuiz(9)] -4 [ap, P6, ]

30

If the proponent decides (with PQ) to engage in a quiz dialogue concerning the premise
9, then it will indicate its readiness to pass the quiz via the move Mi-OPEN When the
opponent receives this move, it will initiate its decision mechanism O10 to decide on the
next action.
[ap, P6,readyQuizzed(9)] -4 [a0,Oio, ]

31

If the opponent decides (with O10) to quiz the proponent on the premise 0, then it will
indicate it via the move Mn-Quiz Once received, the proponent will initiate its decision
mechanism P7 to decide on how to answer
[a0,Oio,doQuiz(6)] -41 [ap,P7, ]

32

If the proponent decides (with Pj) to give a positive answer to the quiz, then it will show it
via the move M I 2 ' A N S W E R Once received, the opponent will initiate its decision mechanism
Oi to start a persuasion dialogue regarding the answer
[ap, P7, positive Answer(6)] -42 [a 0 ,Oi, ]

33

If the proponent decides (with P7) to give a negative answer to the quiz, then it will show it
via the move Mi3-ANSWER Once received, the opponent will initiate its decision mechanism
Oi to decide on the next action.
[ap, Pj, negative Answer {9)] -43 [o 0 ,Oi, ]

Continued on next page
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Definition

34

If the opponent decides (with O n ) to end the quiz dialogue, then it indicates it via the move
M15 C L O S E Once received, the proponent initiates its decision mechanism P 8 to decide on
the next action.
-4 5 [a p ,Ps, ]

[a0,On,cease(9)]
35

When the proponent's Ps is initiated, it indicates its agreement to end the quiz dialogue by
the move M I 4 : C L O S E . Once received, the system takes the turn and initiates its decision
mechanism BT2 to find the type of the parent dialogue
[op, Ps,cease(9)]

36

-4 4 [system, BT2, ]

If the system finds (with BT2) that the parent dialogue is of the type persuasion, then it
will initiate its decision mechanism BT4 to decide on the next state of the parent dialogue
[system, BT2,persuasion]

37

-¥ [system, BT4, ]

If the system finds (with BT4) that the proponent of the parent dialogue has committed to
the correct answer, then it gives the turn to the opponent of the parent dialogue

Thereafter,

the opponent will initiate its decision mechanism Os to decide on the next action
[system,BT4,passed]
38

-> [fflo!Os,.]

If the system finds (with BT4) that the proponent of the parent dialogue has not committed
to the correct answer, then it gives another chance to the opponent of the parent dialogue
by returning back it to the point where it chose a move as a response to the proponent's
challenge. So the opponent initiates its decision mechanism OQ to decide on the next action
[system, BT4, notPassed]

39

-> [a0, OQ, .]

While deciding on the next action (with P n ) if the proponent decides to continue the patient
diagnosis, then it will initiate its decision mechanism Pg to decide on the next action
[ap, P n , contmueSession{virtualPatient)]

40

—> [a p ,Pg,.]

While deciding on the next action (with P n ) if the proponent decides to leave the clinical
reasoning session, then it indicates its willing to terminate the session by M I 4 - C L O S E - P
move. Thereafter, the opponent will initiate decision mechanism O13 to decider whether to
terminate the session
-44[ao,0i3, ]

[ap,Pn,leaveSession(virtualPatient)]
41

When the opponent's decision mechanism O13 is initiated, it indicates its willing to cease
the diagnosis session by M I 5 - C L O S E - 0 move. At this time the session has ended.
[a0,013, agreeEndSesston(virtualPatient)]

-4s [a0, End,.]

Continued on next page
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Table A.l - continued from previous page
Definition
If the opponent decides (with decision mechanism O14) t o start a dialogue of type
information-seeking on the argument a then it will do it via the move M 2 O P E N - 0 . When
the proponent receives this move it will initiate its decision mechanism P9
[a0,Ou, getInfo(a)]

43

-4 [a p ,Pi 2 , ]

If the proponent decides (with decision mechanism P12) to send information regarding the
argument a, then it will accept the opponent's invitation of starting an information-seeking
dialogue through the M I - O P E N - P . When the opponent receives this move it will initiate its
decision mechanism O15
[ap, P12, agreeSendInfo(a)]

44

-4 [a 0 ,Ois, ]

If the opponent decides (with decision mechanism O15) to get some information regarding
the argument a, then it will pose a question via the move Mg QUESTION

Once received,

the proponent will initiate decision mechanism P10 to decide on its response to the question
[a0,Oi5,poseQuestion(a)]
45

-4 [o p ,Pi3, ]

If the proponent finds some information a ' (with P13), then it will send the information via
the move M10-REPLY. Once received, the opponent will initiate decision mechanism Oi6 to
decide whether the provided information is satisfaction
[ap,P\3,hasInfo{a')]

46

-4° [a 0 ,Oi 6 , ]

If the proponent does not find any information (with P13), then it will initiate its own
decision mechanism P14 to end the information-seeking dialogue
[ap,P13,noInfo]

47

-> [ a p , P i 4 , ]

While deciding on the next action (with Oi6) if the opponent still needs more information
concerning the argument a of the replied argument a', then it will initiate its decision
mechanism O14 to get that information of the proponent
[a0,Oi6,needMoreInfo(a)]—^[a0,

48

On, ]

While deciding on the next action (with 0i6) if the opponent was satisfied with the provided
information then it has to indicate its agreement with the replied information through the
move M5-ACCEPT

Once the opponent is satisfied with the provided information the pro-

ponent will initiate the decision mechanism P14 to cease the information-seeking dialogue
[a0,Oi6, satisfied(a')]
49

-4 [a p ,Pi 4 ,.]

When the proponent's P14 is initiated, it indicates its willing to cease the dialogue by
M I 4 - C L O S E - P move. At this time the information-seeking dialogue has been completed,
therefore, the opponent initiates its decision mechanism O17 .
[ap,Pi4,cease(a)]

-4 4 [o 0 ,Oi 7 , ]

Continued on next page
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Definition

50

When the opponent's O17 is initiated, it indicates its willing to cease the dialogue by
M I 5 : C L O S E - 0 move

At this time the information-seeking dialogue has been completed

so the system initiates its decision mechanism BT6 to find the type of parent dialogue
[a0,On,cease(a)]
51

-4 5 [system, BT$, ]

if the system finds (with BT6) that parent dialogue is of type persuasion, then the turn is
given to opponent and it is returned back to the state that it was before starting informationseeking So the opponent will initiate its decision mechanism O5 to decide about the assertion
[system, BTQ, per suasion] —» [a0,0$, ]

52

if the system finds (with BT§) that parent dialogue is of type information-seeking, then it
initiates its decision mechanism BTj to decide about the next state in the parent dialogue
[system,BT§,mfo

53

— seeking] —> [system, BT7, ]

if the system finds (with BTi) that the child dialogue has terminated successfully then the
turn is given to the opponent of the parent dialogue Thereafter, the opponent will initiate
decision mechanism Oi6 to decide whether the total gathered information is satisfaction.
[system, BT7, satisfled]

54

—> [a OJ Oi6, ]

if the system finds (with BT7) that the child dialogue has terminated unsuccessfully then
the parent dialogue is unsuccessful. So the the turn is given to the proponent of the parent
dialogue and it initiate the decision mechanism P14 to end the parent dialogue.
[system, BT7,unsatisfied]

-> [a p ,Pi4, ]

Table A.l: Transition rules of operational semantic
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Appendix B
Transition diagrams of operational
semantics
The diagrams presented in Figures B.l to B.5 show all the transition rules that are
used to transit from one state of the protocol to another and to proceed through
different stages of various dialogue types.
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Figure B.l: Transition diagrams for the clinical reasoning session diagram
The entry point of each diagram is shown by a black box. A super-state corresponding to a diagram is shown by a gray box. Normal boxes marked by the P and 0
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letters indicate a participant with the proponent and the opponent role correspondingly.
A transition from a normal box can have up to three labels. The first topmost label
specifies a decision mechanism (before the colon sign) and the result of executing that
decision mechanism (after the colon sign) by the participant indicated by that normal
box. The second topmost label presents a transition rule (before the colon sign) and
a move type of the protocol (after the colon sign) resulted form this transition if
any. The third and lowest label indicates some stage(s) of a dialogue type that is
accomplished via this transition, of course if any.
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Appendix C
Argumentative dialogue scenarios
The following presents three scenarios that exhibit how argumentative dialogues are
conducted in various situations between the student and TeachMed. For all these
scenarios:
• the influence diagram is the one that was partially presented in the Figure 1.5
and is the same as in [3b] for the case which covers abdominal pains,
• the student and TeachMed has the same preference among the values as the
following: vo < Vi% < v 14 < v$ < vi and v 13 = • • • = v§ = v4 = 1*3 = v2
• the step number (first column) in all the Figures (C.6, C.12 and C.18) that
represent the argumentative process behind utterances or diagnostic actions
shows a number assigned to each played communication move, the player of an
utterance or an action (second column) is the player of the communication move,
the communication moves (third column) are those discussed in Section 2.2.1,
the transition rules (fourth column) are those explained in Appendix A, the
dialogue number (fifth column) shows a number that is assigned in sequence
to the generated dialogues, and the final column displays the dialogue stages
described in Section 2.2.2 and depicted in Appendix B.
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C.l.

S C E N A R I O ONE

Action description
1 . Selecting "pelvic inflammation case".
2. Formulating the hypothesis "urinary infection" as a probable hypothesis.
3. Selecting the hypothesis "urinary infection" as the current working hypothesis.

Figure C.l: List of actions performed by the student in scenario one
Step

Action

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2

3

Communication Move

Transition Rules

OPEN-P( user, tutor, pelvic_jnflammation_case)
OPEN-O(tutor, user, peMc_inflammation_case)
ASSERT+(user, tutor, 6)
OPEN-O(tutor, user, persuasion)
OPEN-P(user, tutor, persuasion)
ACCEPT (tutor, user, 6)
CLOSE-P(user, tutor, persuasion)
CLOSE-O (tutor, user persuasion)
ASSERT+ (user, tutor, a)

1
2
3
4
5
8
21
22
28,39.3

Dialogue# Stage#
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1

CRS1
CRS1
CRS2
CRS3,PS1
PSl
PS2.PS5
PS6
PS6
CRS2

Figure C.2: Argumentative process behind the actions 1 and 2 in Figure C.l

C.l

Scenario one

Figure C.l shows a list of diagnostic actions performed by the student in this scenario
from selecting the pelvic inflammation case to where she has selected the hypothesis
urinary infection as the current working hypothesis.
As steps 1 and 2 of Figure C 2 indicate, selection of pelvic inflammation case
(first action in Figure C.l) is matched with transition rules 1 and 2 that synchronize
the start of a dialogue of the type clinical reasoning session (number 1) between the
student and TeachMed via the move

OPEN.

Then as Step 3 shows, the second stu-

dent's action for formulating the hypotheses urinary infection as an initial diagnosis
is considered as an assertion. The argument <5 in Figure C.4 presents details of the
instantiated argument from this assertion. According to the matched transition rule
3, this assertion has led to initiation of the persuasive dialogue number 2. Based on
the stage PS2 of the persuasive dialouge diagram in Figure B.2 and after synchronization stage PSl (steps 4 and 5), TeachMed has to decide (via the decision mechanism
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C.l.

SCENARIO ONE

vi2 A

H A

vl

°

Figure C.3: A tree representation of the argument a and its counterarguments
O5) among three choices: accept the assertion (via the transition rule 8), reject the
assertion (via a the transition rule 6), or to ask for more information regarding the
assertion (via the transition rule 7). As it does not find any (conflict or) counterargument against the student move so the transition rule 8 is matched, and (as Step 6
shows) TeachMed agreed with the student's assertion. Note that, to provide a natural
problem solving interaction for the student, TeachMed remains silent when it accepts
the student's diagnostic action.
Now let us explain the argumentation process behind the third diagnostic action
in Figure C.l. As stated before, by performing a diagnostic action the rule 3 (in
Table A.l) is matched and the performed action is considered as an asserted argument
(a) made by the student. As explained so far, any assertion will lead to initiation
of a persuasive dialogue between TeachMed and the student. Steps 10 and 11 in
Figure C.6 present synchronization of the persuasive dialogue among them. Then,
according to the matched rule 5 (Step 11), TeachMed has to decide via the decision
mechanism O5 whether to accept or reject this assertion. This decision mechanism
will invoke the third component for computing a convincing argument against the
student's assertion.
An argument template that applies the adapted test question 10 generates two
counterarguments (j3 and 9) against the student's argument a. This argument template is matched if the student ends formulating hypotheses in the hypothesis table
while still some probable hypotheses exist to be added. Figure C.3 shows a tree representation of the student's argument a and all counterarguments generated against
it. Figures C.4 and C.5 present details of these arguments and their propositions
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Name

Argument

VMue

/
6
a
B
6

G0Al_AACTI0N4-»D0(60AL2.ACn0N4)
G0ALlAACn0Nl->D0(60ALl,ACn0Nl)
FACT1A60AL2AACTK)N2->D0(G0AL2,ACTI0N2)
FACT2AGOAL2AACTK)N3->DO(GOAL_,ACTION3)

V10
V12
V10
VIO

Figure C.4: Details of the arguments used in scenario one
Name
ACTIONl
ACTION2
ACTION3
ACTION4
GOAL1
GOAL2
FACT! (or-)
FACT2(a-)

Proposition
ACTIONS ETWHP(urinary_infection)
ACnONADDHP(appendicitis)
ACTIONADDHP(STD)
ACTIONADDHP(urinary_infec_on)
GOAUNV(urinaryJnfection)
GOALDIAGNOSECASE(pelvic_inflammation_case)
PROBABLEHP(appendicitis)
PROBABLEHP(ST0)

Figure C.5: Details of the propositions of the arguments in Figure C.4
correspondingly.
As argued in [0] a convincing argument can be computed efficiently when no cycle
exists. A cycle exists when two arguments exist which promote the same value and
attack each other. This is the case for the arguments /3 and 9 in Figure C.3. To
resolve such cycles, since both arguments have the same measure of persuasiveness
on the student, there is a free choice between them and, as a result, one in random is
selected as a defeater. In this scenario, argument /? was selected.
As steps 12 to 30 in Figure C.6 show, the counterargument /3 has spawned further
argumentation with the student to settle the disagreement. Figure C.7 presents the
utterances exchanged in argumentation between them.
Moreover, this scenario depicts an example of initiation of a dialogue of the type
information-seeking inside a persuasive dialogue. Lines 4 and 5 in Figure C.7 show the
exchanged utterances among the student and TeachMed in the information-seeking
dialogue. Correspondingly, steps 17 to 23 in Figure C.6 present the argumentative
process behind this information-seeking dialogue from initiation to end of it.
As the screen-shot of the argumentation window in Figure C.7 shows, the student ends up accepting that she had committed a mistake and she should continue
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Step Utterance Communication Move
10
OPEN-O (tutor, user, persuasion)
OPEN-P(user, tutor, persuasion)
11
REJECT(tutor, user, a)
12
1
CHALLENGE! user, tutor, a)
13
2
ASSERT+(tutor, user, p)
14
3
OPEN-0(user, tutor, persuasion)
15
OPEN -P(tutor, user, persuasion)
16
OPEN-0(user, tutor, info-seeking)
17
18
OPEN -Pftutor, user, info-seeking)
QUESTION (user, tutor, FACT!)
19
4
20
REPLYftutor, user, FACT1)
5
21
6
ACCEPT(user, tutor, FACT!)
CLOSE-P (tutor, user, info-seeking)
22
23
CLOSE-O (user, tutor, info-seeking)
ACCEPT(user, tutor, P)
24
7
25
CLOSE-P (tutor, user, persuasion)
CLOSE-O (user, tutor, persuasion)
26
27
WiTHDRAW(user. tutor, a)
29
CLOSE-O (tutor, user, persuasion)
CLOSE-P( user, tutor, persuasion)
30

Transition Rules
4
5
6
9
12.13.14
4
5
7.42
43
44
45
48
49
50
51.8
21
22
23,24,10
19
20

Dialogues
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3

Stage**
PSl
PSl
PS2
PS3
PS4
PSl
PSl
PS2.IS1
ISl
IS2
IS3
IS4
155
IS5
PS5
PS6
PS6
PS5
PS6
PS6

Figure C.6: Argumentative process behind argumentative dialogue in Figure C.7

Select one of the following options:

Argumentatrve Dialogue
TeachMed: Setting current working hypothesis is not right
action to do at this moment!
Student: Why?
TeachMed: You must first add all probable hypotheses to
the hypothesis table.
Student: Could you introduce me a probable hypothesis?
TeachMed: An example of a probable hypothesis is
Appendicitis.
Student: I accept that the hypothesis Appendicitis is a
probable hypothesis.
Student: I accept that there are still some probable
hypotheses to be added to the hypothesis table.

,

Conflict resolved I
Press here to close
the Argumentation Window

Figure C.7: Exchanged utterances in argumentation dialogue of scenario one
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Action description

1. Selecting "pelvic inflammation case".
2. Formulatingtiiehypothesis "urinary infection" as a probable hypothesis
3. Formulating the hypothesis "salpingite'asa probable hypothesis

Figure C.8: List of actions performed by the student in scenario two

vo

oo

V6

„J

Figure C 9: A tree representation of arguments in scenario two
formulating probable hypotheses in the hypothesis table.

C.2

Scenario two

Figure C.8 shows a list of diagnostic actions performed by the student in this scenario from selecting the pelvic inflammation case to where she has formulated the
hypothesis salpingite as an initial hypothesis.
The argumentation process for the diagnostic actions 1 and 2 were presented
through steps 1 to 8 in Figure C 2 and explained in the previous section. So let us
explain the argumentation process behind the third diagnostic action in Figure C.8.
As stated before, by performing a diagnostic action the rule 3 (in Table A.l) is
matched and the performed action is considered as an asserted argument (a) made
by the student

Name
a
J?

Argument

Value

GOALl A ACTONl->IX)(GOAU, ACTION-)
VO
^FACTl A GOAL! A -iACTIONl-»-PO(GOA-l, ACTION1) V6

Figure CIO: Details of the arguments used in the scenario two
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Name
ACnONl
GOAL1
FACT1

Proposition
ACTIONADDHP(salpingite)
GOALD1AGNOSECASE(pelvic_inflammation_case)
PROBABLEHP(salpingite)

Figure C.ll: Details of the propositions of the arguments in Figure C.IO

Step
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Utterance

1
2
3

4

Communication Move
OPEN-O (tutor, user, persuasion)
OPEN-P(user, tutor, persuasion)
R_JECT(tutor, user, a )
CHALLENGE user, tutor, a)
ASSERT-(tutor, user, p)
OPEN-O(user, tutor, persuasion)
OPEN -P(tutor, user, persuasion)
ACCEPT(user, tutor, p)
CLOSE-P (tutor, user, persuasion)
CLOSE-O (user, tutor, persuasion)
WrrHDRAW(user. tutor, a)
CLOSE-O (tutor, user, persuasion)
CLOSE-P( user, tutor, persuasion)

Transition Rules
4
5
6
9
12,13,15
4
5
8
21
22
23,24,10
19
20

Dialogues
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

Stage#
PSl
PSl
PS2
PS3
PS4
PSl
PSl
PS5
PS6
PS6
PS5
PS6
PS6

Figure C 12: Argumentative process behind argumentative dialogue in Figure C.13

Argumentative Dialogue

Select one of the following options:

1) I TeachMed: You cannot add t h e hypthesis Salpingite t o
the hypothesis table.
2)
3)

Student: Why?
TeachMed: Hypothesis Salpingite is not a probable
hypothesis and you should not add a non-probable
hypothesis to the hypothesis table

4)>

Student: I accept that I should not add the hypothesis
Salpingite to the hypothesis table.

Conflict resolved!
Press here to close the
Argumentation Window

SS„ jI_feMMBBBMK:.,*i_i

Figure C.13: Exchanged utterances in argumentation dialogue of scenario two
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As explained so far, any assertion will lead to initiation of a persuasive dialogue
between TeachMed and the student. Steps 10 and 11 in Figure C.12 present synchronization of the persuasive dialogue among them. Then, according to the matched rule
5 (Step 2), TeachMed has to decide via the decision mechanism O5 whether to accept
or reject this assertion. This decision mechanism will invoke the third component for
computing a convincing argument against the student's assertion.
An argument template that applies the adapted test question 6 generates a convincing argument (/?) against the student's argument a. This argument template is
matched if the student formulates a non-probable hypothesis in the hypothesis table. Figure C.9 shows a tree representation of the student's argument a and the
counterargument j3. Figures C.IO and C 11 present details of these arguments and
their propositions correspondingly. As steps 12 to 22 in Figure C 12 show, the counterargument 0 has spawned further argumentation with the student to settle the
disagreement.
As the screen-shot of the argumentation window in Figure C.13 shows, the student
ends up accepting that she had committed a mistake and she should not formulating
the non-probable hypothesis salpingite in the hypothesis table.

C.3

Scenario three

Figure C 14 shows a list of diagnostic actions performed by the student in this scenario
from selecting the pelvic inflammation case to where she has established a positive
link between the evidence "do not feel burning sensation" and the current working
hypothesis urinary infection.
The argumentation process for the diagnostic actions 1 and 2 were presented
through steps 1 to 8 in Figure C.2 and explained in Section C.l. The actions 3 to 9 in
Figure C.14 have the same trace of argumentation process to the action 2. Now let us
explain the argumentation process behind the diagnostic action 10 in Figure C.14. As
stated before, by performing a diagnostic action the rule 3 (in Table A 1) is matched
and the performed action is considered as an asserted argument (a) made by the
student.
As explained so far, any assertion will lead to initiation of a persuasive dialogue
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Action description

1. Selecting "pehnc inflammation case".
2. Formulating the hypothesis "urinary infection" as a probable hypothesis
3. Formulating the hypothesis "STD" as a probable hypothesis
4. Formulating the hypothesis "appendicitis" as a probable hypothesis
5. Selecting the most probable hypothesis "urinary infection"as current working hypothesis
6. Gathering the evidence "abdominalpain" by adding it to the evidence table
7. Making a positive link between the evidence "abdominalpain" and the current working
hypothesis
8. Asking an interview question concerning whether the patient has burning sensation on
urination
9. Gathering the evidence "do notfeel burning sensation" from the patient reply by adding it
to the evidence table
10. Making a positive link between the evidence "do not feel burning sensation" and the
current working hypothesis "urinary infection".

Figure C.14: List of actions performed by the student in scenario three

vo

Q 0

A

V8

V„

Figure C.15: A tree representation of arguments in scenario three

Name Argument

Value

a
3

VO
V8

GOAL1A ACTIONl->DO(GOALl. ACTION1)
FACT1AG0AL1AACTI0N2^D0(60AL1,ACTI0N2)

Figure C.16: Details of the arguments used in scenario three
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Name
ACTIONl
ACTION2
GOAL1
FACT1 (of)

Proposition
ACnONSETLINK(do_not_fjeel_burning_sensa_on, urinaryjnfection, positive)
ACnONSETLINK(do_not_feel_buminE_sensation, urinaryjnfection, negative)
GOAUNV(urinary_infection)
FACTLINKSIGN(do_not_feel_burning_sensation, urinaryjnfection, negative)

Figure C.17: Details of the propositions of the arguments in Figure C.16
between TeachMed and the student. Steps 52 and 53 in Figure C.18 present synchronization of the persuasive dialogue among them. Then, according to the matched rule
5 (in step 53), TeachMed has to decide via the decision mechanism O5 whether to accept or reject this assertion. This decision mechanism will invoke the third component
for computing a convincing argument against the student's assertion.
An argument template that applies the adapted test question 8 generates a convincing argument ((3) against the student's argument a. This argument template
is matched if the student sets a wrong sing for a link between an evidence and the
current working hypothesis. Figure C.15 shows a tree representation of the student's
argument a and its counterargument (3. Figures C.16 and C.17 present details of
these arguments and their propositions correspondingly.
As steps 54 to 71 in Figure C.18 show, the counterargument f3 has spawned further
argumentation with the student to settle the disagreement.
This scenario depicts another example of initiation of an information-seeking dialogue inside a persuasive dialogue Lines 4 and 5 in Figure C.19 show the exchanged
utterances among the student and TeachMed in the information-seeking dialogue.
Correspondingly, steps 59 to 65 in Figure C.18 present the argumentative process
behind the information-seeking dialogue.
As the screen-shot of the argumentation window in Figure C.19 shows, the student
ends up accepting that she had committed a mistake and she should correct the sign of
link between the evidence burning sensation on urination and the hypothesis urinary
infection in the evidence table.
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Step Utterance Communication Move
52
OPEN-O (tutor, user, persuasion)
OPEN-P( user, tutor, persuasion)
53
REJECT(tutor, user, a)
54
1
55
CHALLENGE! user, tutor, a)
2
56
ASSERT+ (tutor, user, P)
3
OPEN-0(user, tutor, persuasion)
57
58
OPEN -Pftutor, user, persuasion)
59
OPEN-O(user, tutor, info-seeking)
60
OPEN -Pftutor, user, info-seeking)
61
4
QUESTION (user, tutor, a')
REPLY(tutor, user, a')
62
5
63
6
ACCEPT(user, tutor, a')
64
CLOSE-P (tutor, user, info-seeking)
65
CLOSE-O (user, tutor, info-seeking)
66
7
ACCEPT(user, tutor, P)
67
CLOSE-P (tutor, user, persuasion)
68
CLOSE-O (user, tutor, persuasion)
69
VvTTHDRAW(user, tutor, a)
70
CLOSE-O (tutor, user, persuasion)
71
CLOSE-Pfuser, tutor, persuasion)

Transition Rules
4
5
6
9
12,13,14
4
5
7,42
43
44
45
48
49
50
51,8
21
22
23,24,10
19
20

Dialogues
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
10

Stages
PSl
PSl
PS2
PS3
PS4
PSl
PSl
PS2.IS1
ISl
IS2
IS3
IS4
155
IS5
PS5
PS6
PS6
PS5
PS6
PS6

Figure C.18: Argumentative process behind argumentative dialogue in Figure C.19

Argumentative Dialogue

Select one of the following options:
f

2)
3)

4)
5)
6}

7)

TeachMed: You cannot make such a link sign between the
current working hypothesis urinary infection and the
evidence burning sensation on urination.
Student: Why?
TeachMed: The Link sing between the current working
hypothesis and the evidence you gathered is incorrect.
Student: What is the correct link sing?
TeachMed: The correct link sign is negative.
Student: I accept that the correct link sing between the
hypothesis urinary infection and the evidence burning
sensation on urination is negative.
Student: I accept that the link sing is incorrect.

Conflict resolved!
Press here to close
the Argumentation Window

Mil

Figure C.19: Exchanged utterances in argumentation dialogue of scenario three
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